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SUMMARY 
Sex chromosomes have originated multiple times throughout eukaryotes. In 
species with the XY sex-determination system, dosage compensation (a process that 
balances expression of sex-linked genes between sexes) is often efficient, and its 
epigenetic basis has been well studied. However, the extent of epigenetic differentiation 
between sexes in female-heterogametic systems (ZW), which generally lack complete 
compensation, is poorly understood. Here, I examined the genome-wide DNA methylation 
landscapes between males and females in mammalian and avian species. In contrast to 
the X chromosome in mammals, birds display highly similar methylation patterns between 
sexes on the Z chromosome. Despite this, in chicken and potentially other species in the 
Galloanserae lineage, two extremely localized regions with pronounced methylation 
differentiation were observed, including a previously identified locus (referred to as ‘male 
hypermethylated [MHM1]’) and a novel locus (referred to as ‘MHM2’). The two MHM loci 
bear remarkably similar molecular features and potential function in reducing male-to-
female expression ratios of their neighboring genes. Therefore, DNA methylation is 
employed to solve dose problems for genes potentially essential to females, at least twice 
in the evolutionary history of the Galloanserae lineage. 
In the white-throated sparrow, a pair of autosomes that are distinguished by 
chromosomal inversions resemble sex chromosomes. In this species, two plumage 
morphs that mate almost exclusively with each other display striking behavioral 
differences: within the same sex, birds of the white-striped morph (ZAL2/ZAL2m) display 
more territorial aggression and less nestling provision than birds of the tan-striped morph 
(ZAL2/ZAL2). A detailed genomic comparison between a tan bird and a rare ZAL2m 
homozygote revealed subtle nucleotide differences between ZAL2 and ZAL2m as well as 
 xiii 
weak degeneration of the non-recombining ZAL2m chromosome. Nevertheless, a large 
proportion of genes exhibit allelic differential expression in the brain. Intriguingly, similar 
to the evolutionary path taken by sex chromosomes across many taxa, dosage 
compensation evolved as a mechanism to re-balance expression between morphs in this 
nascent autosomal system. 
Last, I examined the DNA methylation landscape of the white-throated sparrow. 
Differences in DNA methylation between chicks and adults are pervasive across the 
genome, with hypermethylation in adults consistent with the overexpression of DNA 
methyltransferases. Functional enrichment analysis revealed that the observed changes 
in methylation are likely involved in development. In contrast to the widespread age 
effects, morph influences are most prominent on the ZAL2/ZAL2m chromosomes. Notably, 
allelic differences in DNA methylation and allelic differences in gene expression are 
significantly linked. Taken together, these findings offer new insights into the epigenetic 






Sex chromosomes have evolved independently multiple times across eukaryotes 
(Bachtrog et al. 2014; Wright et al. 2016). Unlike the male-heterogametic system in 
mammals (males: XY; females: XX), birds have a female-heterogametic system (males: 
ZZ; females: ZW) (Zhou et al. 2014). Avian Z and W chromosomes evolved from 
autosomes ~140 million years ago (Mya) by a series of chromosomal rearrangements 
(Nam and Ellegren 2008; Cortez et al. 2014). These events were accompanied by a 
stepwise cessation of recombination between Z and W, leading to the degeneration of the 
non-recombining W chromosome. In chicken, for example, only 28 out of 685 genes (~4%) 
survived genetic decay (Bellott et al. 2017). Haploinsufficiency due to the degeneration of 
the non-recombining sex chromosome in the heterogametic sex may trigger the evolution 
of dosage compensation. Indeed, the reduced dosage is often compensated in mammals 
or other species with an XY system (Mank 2013; Mullon et al. 2015). The ZW system has 
arguably received much less attention from the researchers. Nevertheless, studies so far 
indicate that dosage compensation is incomplete in birds (Ellegren et al. 2007; Itoh et al. 
2007; Graves 2016).  
In the well-studied mammalian system, epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA 
methylation are causatively implicated in dosage compensation (Sharp et al. 2011; Cotton 
et al. 2015; Graves 2016). DNA methylation is an epigenetic mark involving the addition 
of a methyl group to the fifth carbon of the cytosine, which is facilitated by a group of 
enzymes named DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) (Bird 1992; Bird 2002). Among these 
DNMTs, DNMT1 is engaged in the de novo addition of methyl groups, whereas DNMT3a 
and DNMT3b play maintenance roles by adding methyl groups to hemimethylated DNA 
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strands after replication (Okano et al. 1999; Hermann et al. 2004). DNA methylation is 
involved in numerous processes such as epigenetic silencing of transcription, X 
inactivation, genomic imprinting, suppression of transposable elements, development and 
aging, and sex differentiation (Robertson and A.Jones 2000; Roeszler et al. 2012; Sun 
and Yi 2015; Graves 2016). Disruption of DNA methylation is implicated in various cancer 
types and developmental disorders (Robertson 2005; Hamidi et al. 2015). 
 In species with the XY sex-determination system, the epigenetic basis for dosage 
compensation is well understood. However, the extent of epigenetic differentiation 
between the sex chromosomes in female-heterogametic systems, which typically lacks 
complete dosage compensation, is relatively understudied. For instance, the only known 
region of epigenetic differentiation between chicken sex chromosome is a locus termed 
‘male hypermethylated (MHM),’ which was identified using cDNA clones and methylation-
sensitive restriction enzymes as a region of extremely higher methylation in males than in 
females on the Z chromosome (Teranishi et al. 2001). Consistent with its methylation 
status, the MHM locus is transcriptionally inactive in males but expresses high-molecular-
weight long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in females in a non-tissue-specific fashion. 
Therefore, the observation of reduced male-to-female expression ratios near the MHM 
locus leads to the conjecture that MHM lncRNAs may bind to surrounding genes to 
increase their expression in females (Melamed and Arnold 2007). However, these 
hypotheses were not fully explored due to the lack of studies on the comprehensive 
genome-wide characterization of epigenetic divergence between the sex chromosomes. 
In Chapter 2, we take advantage of published epigenetic data, including whole-genome 
bisulfite sequencing (Uebbing et al. 2015; Laine et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2017) and assay 
for transposase accessible chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-seq) data (Foissac et al. 
2018; Sackton et al. 2018), to investigate the role of epigenetic divergence on sex 
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chromosome dosage in chicken. In addition, we employ large-scale RNA sequencing 
(RNA-seq) data from multiple tissues across several developmental stages (more than 
150 samples) (Brawand et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012; Ayers et al. 2013; Uebbing et al. 
2015; Zimmer et al. 2016; Marin et al. 2017) to understand the sex-specific expression 
patterns across the Z chromosome. 
The third and fourth chapters include analyses of a newly evolving sex 
chromosome-like autosomal pairs in the white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis). In 
this species, two plumage morphs occur with striking behavioral differences: within the 
same sex, birds of the white-striped morph (hereafter “white”) display more territorial 
aggression and less nestling provision than birds of the tan-striped morph (hereafter “tan”) 
(Tuttle 2003; Maney 2008; Horton et al. 2014a; Horton et al. 2014b; Maney et al. 2015; 
Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015). The phenotypic dimorphism can be traced to a pair of 
chromosomal inversions harboring ~1,000 genes, that occurred approximately 2-3 million 
years ago (Thorneycroft 1975; Thomas et al. 2008; Huynh et al. 2010). Birds of the white 
morph are heterozygous for the rearrangement (genotype: ZAL2/ZAL2m; ‘m’ stands for 
metacentric), and birds of the tan morph are homozygous for the standard karyotype 
(genotype: ZAL2/ZAL2).  
Interestingly, white and tan birds mate in a strongly disassortative manner, leading 
to the suppressed recombination of ZAL2m (Thomas et al. 2008; Davis et al. 2011; Huynh 
et al. 2011). Thus, the ZAL2 and ZAL2m system resembles the sex chromosomes in that 
one chromosome (ZAL2m) is transmitted through only approximately half of the total 
population and that it largely lacks recombination. Indeed, a recent study revealed the 
degeneration of the ZAL2m chromosome (Tuttle et al. 2016). Nevertheless, the ZAL2m and 
ZAL2 chromosomes are similar in their sizes, and homozygotes for ZAL2m exist in nature 
(Thorneycroft 1975; Horton et al. 2013; Tuttle et al. 2016). For this incipient system in 
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which recombination is reduced but not entirely lacking, we aim to understand: 1) the 
degree of genetic degeneration, 2) the degree of expression divergence between alleles, 
3) whether dosage compensation, a feature shared by sex chromosomes of diverse taxa, 
has evolved in response to disrupted gene expression, and 4) whether epigenetic 
mechanisms such as DNA methylation play a role in the regulatory evolution of the 
ZAL2/ZAL2m system. 
As birds from the white-striped morph are typically heterozygous for the second 
chromosome, directly comparing ZAL2 and ZAL2m sequences has been challenging. In 
Chapter 3, by taking advantage of whole-genome sequences of a rare super-white 
individual homozygous for the ZAL2m chromosome (occurs at a ~0.2% frequency in 
nature) (Horton et al. 2013) and a tan reference genome (ZAL2/ZAL2) (Tuttle et al. 2016), 
we compare ZAL2 and ZAL2m at the chromosome-wide scale to characterize the extent 
of ZAL2m degeneration. Meanwhile, Zinzow-Kramer et al. (Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015) 
previously generated and analyzed brain RNA-seq data from both morphs to identify 
weighted co-expression networks linked to singing behavior at the morph level. Using this 
dataset, we identify allele-specific expression patterns and seek to answer the question of 
whether dosage compensation exists in response to potentially disrupted ZAL2m 
expression. 
DNA methylation has long been considered a fundamental epigenetic mechanism 
for gene regulation (Bird 1992; Bird 2002). In Chapter 4, by utilizing newly sequenced 
WGBS data of 12 sparrows from the two morphs, we aim to understand whether DNA 
methylation drives allele-specific expression. In addition, we explore how other factors 
such as age could interweave with morph to shape the methylation landscape in the white-
throated sparrow. In summary, our comprehensive genetic, epigenetic, and transcriptomic 
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REGIONAL EPIGENETIC DIFFERENTIATION OF THE CHICKEN Z 
CHROMOSOME  
2.1 Introduction 
Chromosomal sex determination has originated multiple times in different lineages 
of animals (Bachtrog et al. 2014; Graves 2016). For example, mammals have a male-
heterogametic system (females: XX; males: XY), while birds have a female-heterogametic 
system (males: ZZ; females: ZW) (Zhou et al. 2014; Graves 2016). The common path of 
the evolution of most sex chromosome systems is a step-wise cessation of recombination 
between the proto-sex chromosomes (Charlesworth 1978; Lahn and Page 1999), leading 
to the distinct evolutionary strata of the non-recombining chromosome (Lahn and Page 
1999; Nam and Ellegren 2008; Zhou et al. 2014). The reduced recombination is 
accompanied by declined effective population size of the non-recombining chromosome, 
causing genetic degeneration (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2000; Yi and Charlesworth 
2000; Bachtrog 2013).  
Following degeneration, haploinsufficiency in the heterogametic sex may trigger 
the evolution of dosage compensation. In male-heterogametic systems, dosage 
compensation is often global and nearly complete. For instance, the X chromosome is 
largely inactivated in females in eutherian mammals (Carrel and Willard 2005; Graves 
2016). These alterations are accompanied by epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA 
methylation and histone modifications (Hellman and Chess 2007; Brockdorff and Turner 
2015; Lucchesi and Kuroda 2015; Marin et al. 2017).  
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Although reduced dosage is often compensated in mammals or other species with 
an XY system, dosage compensation is incomplete in birds (Ellegren et al. 2007; Itoh et 
al. 2007; Adolfsson and Ellegren 2013; Wang et al. 2014; Mullon et al. 2015; Graves 2016; 
Marin et al. 2017). Z-linked genes in general have higher expression in males (with two Z 
chromosomes) than in females (with one Z chromosome), with only a subset of genes that 
are dosage-sensitive exhibiting similar expression levels between sexes (Itoh et al. 2007; 
Itoh et al. 2010; Uebbing et al. 2013; Uebbing et al. 2015). Consequently, the sex-specific 
epigenetic profile of Z chromosomes in female-heterogametic systems is likely to be 
different from that of the X chromosomes in male-heterogametic systems.  
Despite the lack of global dosage compensation on the Z chromosome, chicken 
microarray data and subsequent RNA-seq analysis in the Galloanserae lineage (chicken 
and their close relatives) have revealed a localized region surrounding the male 
hypermethylated (MHM) locus on the Z chromosome, which displays a pronounced 
reduction in male-to-female expression ratios (Melamed and Arnold 2007; Mank and 
Ellegren 2009; Melamed et al. 2009; Wright et al. 2015). The MHM locus was previously 
recognized using a targeted approach and is composed of large tandem arrays on the Z 
chromosome in Galloanserae species (Teranishi et al. 2001). Consistent with its 
methylation status, the MHM locus is transcriptionally inactive in males but expresses 
high-molecular-weight long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in females in a non-tissue-
specific fashion. Therefore, the observation of reduced male-to-female expression ratios 
near the MHM locus leads to the conjecture that MHM lncRNAs may bind to the 
surrounding genes to increase their expression of in females (Melamed and Arnold 2007). 
The global epigenetic characterization of the sex chromosomes in avian species has 
been impeded by the late emergence of their whole-genome methylomes (Li et al. 2015; 
Mugal et al. 2015; Laine et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017), and sex 
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chromosomes were neglected in all of these studies. In this study, to understand the extent 
of epigenetic divergence between male and female Z chromosomes, we investigated 
large-scale whole-genome methylation (18 samples) and chromatin accessibility maps (32 
samples) as well as transcriptome data (181 samples) from chickens and other outgroup 
species (Table A. 1). We will delve into the following questions: 1) Is DNA methylation a 
mechanism to mediate W degeneration? 2) Based on the distinct degrees of dosage 
compensation between female- and male-heterogametic sex chromosomes, how are the 
epigenetic profiles different? 3) Does MHM represent the only epigenetic locus of 
differentiation between sexes in chicken and other Galloanserae species? 4) Do the 
localized sex differences in methylation also occur in other avian lineages, and hence 
potentially a common feature of species with female-heterogametic sex chromosomes? 
5) Did MHMs originate by male-hypermethylation or female-hypomethylation?  
2.2 Results 
2.2.1 DNA methylation and gene expression in avian genomes 
First, we characterized the relationship between DNA methylation and gene 
expression in avian genomes. We used brain whole-genome DNA methylation and 
transcriptome data from the same developmental stage in chicken (embryonic day 18 
[E18]) (Uebbing et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2017) and a male great tit adult (Laine et al. 2016). 
CpG methylation and gene expression display negative correlations not only at promoters 
but also at gene bodies (Figure 2.1A). This observation supports the idea that the model 
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of transcriptional silencing by DNA methylation (Schübeler 2015) can be applied to most 
loci in avian genomes.  
 
Figure 2.1 DNA methylation and expression in avian genomes.  (A) Density of data 
points as a function of CpG methylation (5mC [%]) and gene expression (log2 [TPM]) in 
chicken and great tit samples. The relationship between methylation and gene expression 
was smoothed with cubic splines (black lines). Number of genes with CpG methylation 
data: chicken: N = 11,662 for promoters and N = 11,723 for gene bodies; great tit: N = 
14,694 for promoters and N = 14,721 for gene bodies. (B) Comparison of DNA methylation 
between aligned CpGs of Z and W gametologs. N depicts the number of Z-W-aligned 
CpGs with at least three mapped reads in each sample. Statistical significance was 
evaluated using paired Mann–Whitney U tests. For (A) and (B), the promoter of a gene 
was defined as -1.5 kb ~ +500 bp of its transcription start site. ***: P < 0.001; **: P < 0.01; 
*: P < 0.05; NS: not significant. 
 
 
Next, based upon this relationship, we asked whether DNA methylation was 
associated with differential expression of the Z and W gametologs (homologous genes on 
the sex chromosomes). In the surviving pairs (N = 26, Methods), both promoters and gene 
bodies were significantly more heavily methylated on the W chromosome than the Z 
chromosome (Figure 2.1B), concordant with lower expression of W relative to Z 
gametologs (Figure 2.2). This pattern was consistent across tissue types and 
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developmental stages (Figure 2.1B), although the differences were not significant in some 
samples (brain and retina E18) which were likely due to low sequencing depths. This 
observation indicates that DNA methylation may act as a mechanism to silence W 
gametologs. 
 
Figure 2.2 Comparison of expression levels of Z-W pairs.  Z gametologs exhibit 
consistently higher expression than W gametologs. Statistical significance was evaluated 
using Mann–Whitney U tests (***: P < 0.001; **: P < 0.01). 
 
 
2.2.2 A novel locus exhibiting striking DNA methylation and chromatin accessibility 
difference between male and female chicken Z chromosomes  
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Do DNA methylation profiles between sexes differ between female- and male-
heterogametic sex chromosomes and between different avian lineages? To answer these 
questions, we investigated whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) data of the 
human, chicken (Galloanserae), and white-throated sparrow (Neoaves). In contrast to the 
pattern observed in the human X chromosome (Figure 2.3A), DNA methylation between 
male and female Z chromosomes were highly similar to each other in both avian lineages 
(Figure 2.3B-C).   
Despite this commonality, in chicken, but not the sparrow, we detected two notable 
exceptions with male-biased methylation patterns consistently across tissues (Figure 
2.3B-C; Figure 2.4; Methods). The first region localizes to 27.140 Mb – 27.398 Mb of the 
chicken Z chromosome (Figure 2.3B-D; Figure 2.4). This region corresponded to a 
previously identified region using cDNA clones and methylation-sensitive restriction 
enzymes and was referred to as ‘male-hypermethylated locus (MHM)’ (Teranishi et al. 
2001; Itoh et al. 2010). We discovered another region on the Z chromosome with striking 
sex differences in methylation across all tissue types examined (Figure 2.3B-D; Figure 
2.4). This novel region was located in 73.160 Mb – 73.173 Mb of the Z chromosome. We 
will refer to the previously identified MHM as ‘MHM1’ and this newly identified region  as 
‘MHM2’. Additionally, we examined recent ATAC-seq data (Foissac et al. 2018; Sackton 
et al. 2018) and found that at both MHM1 and MHM2, chromatin accessibility was elevated 





Figure 2.3 Cross-lineage DNA methylation maps of X or Z chromosomes and 
chromatin accessibility patterns of MHMs.  (A) Differences in DNA methylation between 
male and female X chromosomes in human brains (5mC [%] [M-F]) using data from (Zeng 
et al. 2012). (B) Differences in DNA methylation between male and female Z 
chromosomes in the white-throated sparrow. (C) Differences in DNA methylation between 
male and female Z chromosomes in chicken. Two outlier regions (MHM1 and MHM2, see 
Methods for identification) are highlighted. For A-C, methylation values were plotted using 
a 10 kb window size with a 1 kb step size. (D) A zoomed-in view of the MHM loci. 
Methylation levels (5mC [%]) for males (blue) and females (red) are shown in the upper 
lines. Lower lines (orange) depict sex differences in DNA methylation. (E) Both MHMs 
(shaded areas) display increased chromatin accessibility in females. ATAC-seq reads 
were merged per sex and normalized to fragment pileup per million reads for direct 
comparison between sexes. For either CD4+ T cells (Foissac et al. 2018) or forelimb (E4.5) 
(Sackton et al. 2018), the two loci contain significantly female-biased peaks, tested using 
bdgdiff from the MACS2 program (Zhang et al. 2008). The vast majority of tissue/cell types 





Figure 2.4 Two loci exhibit higher DNA methylation in males than in females on the 
chicken Z chromosome.  Dashed lines depict the mean differences between males and 
females. Although the average differences in DNA methylation between males and 






Figure 2.5 Both MHM loci (shaded areas) display higher chromatin accessibility in 
females compared with males across multiple tissues/cell types.  ATAC-seq reads 
were merged per sex and normalized to fragment pileup per million reads for direct 
comparisons between sexes. Except for the MHM1 locus of adult liver samples, both MHM 
loci contain significantly female-biased peaks across tissues/cell types, tested using 
bdgdiff from the MACS2 program (Zhang et al. 2008). The source for liver and CD4+ T cell 
samples is (Foissac et al. 2018) and for other tissue samples is (Sackton et al. 2018). 
 
 
2.2.3 Shared molecular characteristics between MHM1 and MHM2 
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Although the alignment between the MHM1 and MHM2 loci revealed no shared 
homology, which hinted at their independent origins, the novel MHM2 locus exhibited 
distinct characteristics that paralleled those of the MHM1. First, both MHM loci were highly 
repetitive with unique repeat structures. Specifically, the MHM1 locus was comprised of 
tandem arrays of several long repeat units (1.8 – 3 kb) across an extended genomic region 
(250 Mb), while the MHM2 locus was comprised of four repetitive blocks of tandem 
repeats, with three to four iterations of a 542 bp repeat unit per block (Figure 2.6A). 
Second, by de novo annotation of transcripts using RNA-seq data from 165 chicken 
samples across tissues and developmental stages, we found that both loci encoded long 
non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) (Figure 2.7). Specifically, MHM1 transcripts (only poly[A]-
transcripts for the limitation of library selection methods used by these datasets) were 
spread across the whole locus, but three out of five MHM2 transcripts were located within 
the second repetitive block. As expected from the patterns of epigenetic differences, the 
expression of MHM1 and MHM2 lncRNAs were both female-biased in the vast majority of 





Figure 2.6 Repetitive nature and lncRNA expression patterns of MHM1 and MHM2 loci.  
(A) Both loci are highly repetitive. Each rectangular area filled with matches in dotplots 
depicts a block of tandem repeats. The length of each repeat unit and the number of 
iteration time (in parentheses) are shown. (B) Expression differences between males and 
females for lncRNAs transcribed from MHMs. ‘E’ is short for ‘embryonic day’. For each 
locus, one example lncRNA gene with the highest average expression is shown. 
Significant expression differences between males and females were tested using DESeq2 
with raw counts generated from StringTie (***: Q < 0.001; **: Q < 0.01; *: Q < 0.05; NS: 





Figure 2.7 StringTie annotation of genes within or near the two MHM loci.  The vast 
majority of genes within or near the two MHM loci are lncRNA genes. Coding potential 
was predicted using FEELnc (Wucher et al. 2017), and transcripts with coding potential 
greater than 0.4214 (a cutoff chosen by the program) were defined as protein-coding 
genes. To show the borders of MHMs, we plotted differences in DNA methylation between 
male and female lung samples on the upper panel for each locus. Each line represents a 




Despite these similarities, MHM2 seemed to have a broader phylogenetic 
distribution than MHM1. Specifically, using an E-value cutoff of 10-5 as the BLAST criteria 
(Methods), we found the repeat unit of MHM2 in Galloanserae (both waterfowls and 
landfowls) and in multiple orders of Neoaves (Table 2.1). However, MHM2 was only found 
repetitive within the Galloanserae lineage (Table 2.1). The absence of MHM2 sequence 
in Palaeognathae or other Neoaves lineages (e.g., passerines) suggested that MHM2 
might have originated in the ancestor of Neognathae birds but was subsequently lost in 
some Neoaves. Due to the lack of DNA methylation data of Neoaves species harboring 
the MHM2 sequence, we could not test whether the sex-specific methylation status had a 
more ancient origin. 
Table 2.1 Species that potentially harbor the repeat-unit sequence of MHM2. 
The MHM2 repeat unit was blasted against the database of RefSeq representative 
genomes of birds (taxid:8782) using BLASTn (under the “blastn” mode). This table lists all 









(# of iterations) 
Galloanserae 
Galliformes 
Gallus gallus Red junglefowl 0 Yes (14) 
Coturnix japonica Japanese quail 4 x 10-141 Yes (27) 
Meleagris gallopavo Wild turkey 5 x 10-139 
Yes (>=3;  




6 x 10-18 
Unknown (>=1;  
Poor assembly quality) 
Anseriformes 
Anser cygnoides domesticus Domestic goose 9 x 10-10 
Yes (>=2;  
Poor assembly quality) 










Aquila chrysaetos canadensis Golden eagle 8 x 10-17 No (1) 
Haliaeetus leucocephalus Bald eagle 8 x 10-17 No (1) 
Haliaeetus albicilla White-tailed eagle 8 x 10-17 No (1) 
Falconiformes 
Falco cherrug Saker falcon 3 x 10-09 No (1) 
Falco peregrinus Peregrine falcon 3 x 10-09 No (1) 
Procellariiformes Fulmarus glacialis Northern fulmar 3 x 10-15 No (1) 
Pelecaniformes 




9 x 10-10 No (1) 
Gruiformes Chlamydotis macqueenii Houbara bustard 3 x 10-10 No (1) 




2.2.4 Reduced male-to-female expression ratios of genes neighboring MHM1 and MHM2 
Although the global the male-to-female expression ratios across the avian Z 
chromosomes is near 1.5 (Ellegren et al. 2007; Itoh et al. 2007; Graves 2016), several 
previous studies showed that genes located near MHM1 displayed pronounced reduction 
in male-to-female expression ratios in chicken and other Galloanserae species (Melamed 
and Arnold 2007; Mank and Ellegren 2009). Using the above large-scale RNA-seq data, 
we found that neighboring genes of both MHM1 and MHM2 exhibited reduced male-to-
female ratios compared to the rest of the Z chromosome in most somatic and gonadal 
tissues across developmental stages (Figure 2.8). By performing a changepoint analysis 
to detect abrupt changes in ratios across the Z chromosome (Methods), we found that the 
boundary for MHM1-affected genes was 25 – 32 Mb and the boundary for MHM2-affected 
genes was 72.5 – 73.5 Mb.  
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Figure 2.8 The log2 (Male/Female) values across the Z Chromosome.  Results are 
shown with 10-gene windows for (A) somatic and (B) gonadal tissues. ‘E’ is short for 
‘embryonic day.’ The dashed red lines (zeros) represent the no dose bias towards either 
sex. Genes with average log2(TPM) lower than 1 in either males or females were filtered 
out. The dashed black lines depict the boundaries of potential MHM1- or MHM2-affected 
protein-coding genes identified by a changepoint analysis (Methods). For MHM1, the 
boundary is 25 – 32 Mb, and for MHM2, 72.5 – 73.5 Mb. One-tailed Mann–Whitney U tests 
were used to test whether the MHM1 or MHM2 neighboring region consists of genes with 
lower Male/Female ratios than the Z background (***: P < 0.001; **: P < 0.01; *: P < 0.05; 




2.2.5 How did the sex difference in DNA methylation and expression of genes at and near 
MHMs originate? 
The next question we asked was whether the localized differences in DNA 
methylation between male and female Z chromosomes was caused by male 
hypermethylation (reduced male expression of neighboring genes) or female 
hypomethylation (increased female expression of neighboring genes) or both. This 
question is difficult to answer for the unknown ancestral methylation and expression status 
at or near MHMs. However, we borrowed the idea from previous studies in which the 
authors inferred the expression of proto-sex chromosomes using autosomal orthologs 
from outgroup species (Brawand et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012; Mank 2013; Cortez et al. 
2014; Marin et al. 2017). For instance, the expression of chicken autosomal orthologs was 
used to represent the ancestral expression of human and lizard X-linked genes (Julien et 
al. 2012; Marin et al. 2017).  
In the current study, we used available brain RNA-seq data from two divergent 
outgroup species—blue tit (a passerine in Neoaves) and ostrich (in Palaeognathae) 
(Adolfsson and Ellegren 2013; Mueller et al. 2015), both lacking MHM loci, to infer the 
ancestral expression levels of MHM neighboring genes. We matched the evolutionary 
history for each MHM locus in cross-species comparisons. That is, for MHM1 which is 
located in the oldest stratum (S0), both outgroup lineages were used (Wang et al. 2014; 
Zhou et al. 2014); in contrast, as MHM2 was located in a younger stratum (S1) shared by 
only chicken and blue tit (in ostrich this region is located in the pseudoautosomal region) 
(Wang et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2014), only blue tit was used as an outgroup.  
By comparing the MHM1-neighboring genes among all three species, we found 
strong evidence for up-regulation in female chickens (Figure 2.9A-C), implying 
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hypomethylation of MHM1 in females (hypomethylation -> increased transcription of 
lncRNAs -> overexpression of neighboring genes in females). In contrast, the comparison 
between chicken and blue tit for MHM2 yielded inconclusive results (Figure 2.10).  
 
Figure 2.9 Are reduced male-to-female expression ratios of MHM1 neighboring genes 
due to female upregulation or male downregulation?  (A-B) Alternative scenarios to 
achieve reduced male-to-female expression ratios. A pattern similar to (A) depicts up-
regulation in female chickens, while (B) will support down-regulation in male chickens. 
‘High’ and ‘Low’ describe the levels of gene expression in a species or in a common 
ancestor. The marked expression levels in common ancestors are based on the 
parsimony method. (C) Pairwise species differences in expression of the MHM1 
neighboring genes (adult brain). For each gene, expression was averaged across samples 
per species, and the pairwise expression difference (the ratio of expression of species 1 
to the expression of species 2) was log2-scaled. Only orthologs present in all species were 
used (numbers of genes compared are in parentheses). The statistical significance was 









Figure 2.10 Pairwise species differences in the expression of protein-coding genes 
near MHM2.  For each gene, expression was averaged across samples per species, and 
the pairwise expression difference (the ratio of expression of species 1 to the expression 
of species 2) was log2-scaled. Only orthologs present in both species were used (numbers 
of genes compared are in parentheses). The statistical significance was assessed using 




In eutherian mammals, the non-recombining Y chromosome triggers dosage 
compensation that is achieved by inactivation one of the X chromosomes in females 
(Carrel and Willard 2005; Graves 2016). Previous studies have established that epigenetic 
mechanisms are critical to this process (Hellman and Chess 2007; Brockdorff and Turner 
2015; Lucchesi and Kuroda 2015). Birds, however, exhibit incomplete dosage 
compensation of the Z chromosome, irrespective of the extent of W degeneration that vary 
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across avian lineages (Ellegren et al. 2007; Itoh et al. 2007; Adolfsson and Ellegren 2013).  
Therefore, birds offer a unique opportunity to study how epigenetic modifications and 
dosage compensation are associated in general. 
Here, we used single-nucleotide-resolution DNA methylation maps in the human, 
chicken (Galloanserae) and white-throated sparrow (Neoaves) to examine how the X/Z 
chromosome is epigenetically differentiated between males and females in these species. 
Although the human X chromosome shows moderate sex differences in DNA methylation, 
the Z chromosome in both avian species have similar DNA methylation levels between 
sexes, which is consistent with the lack of global dosage compensation in birds. Despite 
the global similarity, two regions are highly differentiated in their DNA methylation patterns 
between males and females in the chicken, but not the white-throated sparrow (Figure 
2.3; Figure 2.4). The first region corresponds to a previously described locus identified via 
a targeted approach (referred to as ‘MHM1’ in our study) (Teranishi et al. 2001), and it has 
long been considered to be the only region with high differentiation in DNA methylation 
between sexes. Here, we identified a novel region on the Z chromosome (referred to as 
‘MHM2’). We found little sequence similarity between the two MHM loci, indicating their 
independent evolutionary origins. MHM1 sequences are present in Galloanserae and 
absent in the other two major avian lineages, while the MHM2 sequence is present in 
Galloanserae and several Neoaves lineages, which is consistent with its more ancient 
origin (Table 2.1). Nevertheless, several striking features are shared between MHM1 and 
MHM2: 1) females exhibit higher chromatin accessibility in MHMs (Figure 2.3; Figure 2.5). 
This finding is consistent with previous studies of MHM1 that detected the enrichment of 
H4K16ac near this locus (Bisoni et al. 2005; Itoh et al. 2010; Itoh et al. 2011). 2) both loci 
are transcribed into lncRNAs in a female-biased manner (Figure 2.6B; Figure 2.7); 3) 
although the Z chromosome is generally male-biased, MHM-neighboring genes display 
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reduced male-to-female expression ratios (Figure 2.8); 4) both loci are composed of 
tandem repeats (Figure 2.6A); These convergent features between the two MHMs 
potentially indicate that epigenetic regulation of the two loci evolved by similar molecular 
mechanisms.  
Although the direct link between MHMs and expression of neighboring genes 
requires further experimental validation, the reduced male-to-female ratios of genes near 
both MHM1 and MHM2 are consistent with the influences of MHMs on the transcription of 
these genes. This model is further supported by the observation that the region exhibiting 
reduced male-to-female ratios near MHM2 (~1 Mb) appears narrower than the one near 
MHM1 (~7 Mb), which could result from the fewer number of transcripts and lower 
expression of MHM2 lncRNAs relative to MHM1 lncRNAs (Figure 2.6B; Figure 2.7). 
Therefore, the previous model in which long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) from MHM1 bind 
to neighboring genes and increase their expression in female chicken (Melamed and 




Figure 2.11 The current model of the effects of MHMs on neighboring genes.  In 
females, CpGs are hypomethylated (empty circles) in MHM1 and MHM2, and lncRNAs 
are transcribed. These lncRNAs bind neighboring genes to up-regulate their expression. 
In contrast, CpGs are hypermethylated (solid circles) in MHMs in males, and the 
transcription of lncRNAs is suppressed. Accordingly, the MHM loci have no effects on 
neighboring genes.  
 
 
The functional significance of tandem repeat blocks in the placental XIST and 
marsupial Rsx lncRNAs (independently evolved master regulators of X inactivation) (Grant 
et al. 2012; Brockdorff 2018) may provide more clues about why both MHMs have large 
arrays of repetitive sequences. For example, the tandem repeats in XIST have been 
shown to bind to RNA binding proteins (RBPs) to mediate XIST localization and silencing 
(Chu et al. 2015; Ridings-Figueroa et al. 2017). The expansion of tandem repeats may 
create more RBP binding sites and increase the efficiency of dosage compensation 
(Brockdorff 2018). For MHMs, the long-range impacts on neighboring genes (MHM1: 7 
Mb; MHM2: 1 Mb) are likely to be facilitated by the amplification of the functional units. 
We sought to test whether the reduction of male-to-female expression ratios of 
MHM nearby genes is due to a reduction of expression in males or to an increase of 
expression in females. Here, we adopted a similar approach using outgroup species 
(Brawand et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012; Mank 2013; Cortez et al. 2014; Marin et al. 2017) 
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to compare the expression of current Z-linked genes (with MHMs) with the expression of 
proto-sex chromosomes (without MHMs). The results were consistent with female up-
regulation of MHM1-neighboring genes (and hence MHM1 hypomethylation in females) 
but inconclusive for MHM2-neighboring genes (Figure 2.9; Figure 2.10). Because the 
chicken genome, similar to other vertebrate genomes, is globally heavily methylated 
(Elango and Yi 2008; Suzuki and Bird 2008), hypomethylation of MHM1 may be 
considered a ‘gain of function’.  
When is the sex differences in chromatin configuration of the two MHM loci 
established? Teranishi et al. (2001) examined early chicken embryos and found that the 
hypermethylation of MHM1 in males relative to females was already established in E1 
embryos. In this study, we examined blastoderms at 12-hr, which represents the earliest 
developmental stage at which chicken embryos are accessible (Ayers et al. 2013). 
Although other tissues have much lower expression of MHM1 in males than in females 
(log2-scaled male-to-female ratios > 4), the higher expression of MHM1 in males and lower 
expression in females relative to later developmental stages lead to milder differences 
between sexes in the blastoderm stage (log2-scaled male-to-female ratios < 1) (Figure 
2.6B). Accordingly, the effect of MHM1 is the weakest at this stage (Figure 2.8). These 
observations may suggest that 1) male and female differences in methylation of MHM1 
are established right after fertilization; 2) both hypermethylation in males and 
hypomethylation in females of MHM1 are gradual processes and complete later in 
development. In contrast, MHM2 seems to exert its effects very early, evidenced by a 
strong dosage valley in the blastoderm (Figure 2.8). However, the higher expression of 
MHM2 in males and the absence of MHM2 valleys in gonads at later developmental stages 
suggest that MHM2’s function in gonads is time-dependent (Figure 2.6; Figure 2.8). For 
both MHM loci, it would be of interests to use epigenetic and transcriptomic data from 
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multiple time points to understand the exact timing of the sex differences in DNA 
methylation and when the differences are stabilized (or disappear). 
What drives the evolution of regional epigenetic differentiation of the male and 
female Z chromosomes? One hypothesis was that MHM1 was involved in sexual 
differentiation by silencing the candidate avian sex-determining gene DMRT1, which is in 
close proximity to MHM1, in females (Teranishi et al. 2001). Nevertheless, we found that 
similar to other genes within the MHM1 valley, DMRT1 is expressed at similar levels 
between sexes in the majority of somatic tissues, and even significantly female-biased in 
samples from brain (E18) (Figure 2.12). In gonadal tissues across embryonic stages, 
although DMRT1 is significantly male-biased, the male-to-female expression ratio is near 
2 (log2-scaled male and female differences ≈ 1) (Figure 2.12), potentially arising from the 
difference in the number of Z chromosomes between the sexes (male: ZZ; female: Z). 
These results seem to conflict with the hypothesis and indicate limited silencing effects of 
MHM1 on DMRT1 in females for gonadal tissues at the embryonic stage and most somatic 
tissues. However, as suggested by an earlier study, MHM1 may exert its effects on 
DMRT1 only at the post-transcriptional level (Roeszler et al. 2012). Despite little effect of 
MHM1 on DMRT1 transcription in the gonad of embryos, DMRT1 expression is strongly 
male-biased in adult gonads (log2-scaled male and female differences ≈ 6) (Figure 2.12), 
in agreement with potential down-regulation in females. These observations suggest that 
the role of DMRT1 in sex determination in chicken is possibly developmental-stage- and 
tissue-dependent and needs to be further evaluated.  
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Figure 2.12 Expression differences in DMRT1 between males and females.  
Significant expression differences between males and females were tested using DESeq2 
with raw counts generated from StringTie (***: Q < 0.001; **: Q < 0.01; NS: not significant). 
 
 
Another hypothesis for the evolution of MHM loci is their critical regulation of 
neighboring genes with functions critical to females (Mank and Ellegren 2009; Wright et 
al. 2015). Even though we and others (e.g., Wright et al. 2015 for MHM1) have not 
identified any functional enrichment, some of the genes located nearby MHMs include 
some known to have highly female-specific functions. For example, VLDLR (encodes 
very-low density lipoprotein receptor), which is near MHM1, is involved in oocyte growth 
via yolk deposition in hens (Bujo et al. 1997). Additionally, RLN3 (encodes relaxin 3) near 
MHM1 and CARTPT (encodes cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript) near 
MHM2 are both female-biased in the brain data and are shown to have female-biased 
effects in response to food intake in rodents (Asnicar et al. 2001; Lenglos et al. 2015). 
However, such effects have not been reported for birds. However, the exact function of 
MHM loci needs experimental validation.  
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In this study, we contrast epigenetic differentiation of the X and Z chromosomes 
between sexes and link the findings to different extents of dosage compensation in male- 
and female-heterogametic systems. Extremely localized sex differences in DNA 
methylation on the Z chromosome evolved at least twice in the Galloanserae lineage, 
suggesting their potentially essential function in sex differentiation and dosage 
compensation. 
2.4 Methods 
2.4.1 Enhanced chicken genome assembly 
We used an enhanced Gallus_gallus-5.0 (GCA_000002315.3) assembly for our 
analyses. Specifically, the W chromosome was replaced by the one from the latest 
GRCg6a (GCA_000002315.5) assembly (Bellott et al. 2017) for its improved quality 
(Gallus_gallus-5.0: 5.16 Mb vs. GRCg6a: 6.81 Mb). 
2.4.2 Whole-genome bisulfite sequencing data and DNA methylation calling 
To compare DNA methylation between Z and W gametologs and to compare DNA 
methylation between males and females, we collected previously published chicken 
WGBS data sets across four tissues (brain, retina, lung, and muscle) (Li et al. 2015; Lee 
et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017) (Table A. 1), which comprises either samples from both 
sexes (brain, retina, and lung) or from females alone (muscle). Additionally, to compare 
the sex differences in methylation between chicken and other species from Neoaves, we 
performed brain WGBS of the white-throated sparrow (tan morph) for a male adult and a 
female adult. We also collected brain WGBS data from a male great tit adult to determine 
the relationship between gene expression and DNA methylation (Laine et al. 2016). 
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WGBS reads were trimmed with TrimGalore 0.4.5 using a quality cutoff of 30 and 
then aligned to the enhanced assembly for chicken samples (or to the ‘Parus_major1.1’ 
assembly for the great tit sample) using Bismark v0.18.1 in bowtie2 mode (Krueger and 
Andrews 2011). Subsequently, mapped reads were deduplicated using 
deduplicate_bismark, non-bisulfite-converted reads were filtered using 
filter_non_conversion (with the --percentage_cutoff 20 option), and fractional methylation 
was extracted using bismark_methylation_extractor. Methylation data were then merged 
across samples for each sex. Only CpGs with at least three mapped reads were retained 
for further analysis. 
2.4.3 DNA methylation comparison between Z and W gametologs 
In total, 26 Z-W pairs were annotated in NCBI (W sequence is from the latest 
GRCg6a version) (Table A. 2). Since the transcription start site (TSS) of W gametologs 
may be poorly annotated, promoters of Z gametologs (defined as -1.5 kb – 500bp of TSS) 
were blasted against the W sequence to identify homologous promoters on W by the 
blastn program in BLAST 2.7.1+ (-task blastn). Gene bodies or promoters of Z-W pairs 
were then aligned using MAFFT v7.407. Only aligned CpGs with more than three reads 
covered for both Z and W gametologs were retained for further analysis.  
2.4.4 Identification of outliers for sex differences in methylation 
To identify outlier regions of sex differences in DNA methylation across the whole 
chicken genome, we computed DNA methylation levels averaged across CpGs using a 
10 Kb window size and a 1 Kb step size (a threshold required that at least 20 CpGs with 
methylation data be present in a window). The differences between males and females 
were then calculated. We identified extreme outliers which were defined as windows with 
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differences in methylation between sexes outside the range of the first quartile minus three 
times the interquartile range and the third quartile plus three times the interquartile range 
(i.e., < Q1 – 3 * IQR or > Q3 + 3 * IQR). To identify potentially non-tissue-specific outlier 
regions, we retained outlier windows common to the brain, retina, and lung. Except for 
MHM1 and MHM2 on the chicken Z Chromosome, we did not identify outliers for sex 
differences in methylation on any autosomes (macrochromosomes are shown as 
examples in Figure A. 1).  
2.4.5 ATAC-seq data, signal normalization, and differential peak identification 
We collected recently published ATAC-seq data from the liver, CD4+ T cells 
(Foissac et al. 2018) and flight muscles/bones (Sackton et al. 2018) (Table A. 1). ATAC-
seq reads were trimmed with TrimGalore 0.4.5 and a quality cutoff of 30, and the 
processed reads were aligned to the enhanced chicken genome using bowtie2 2.3.4.2 
(Langmead and Salzberg 2012) with -X 2000 --no-mixed --no-discordant parameters. 
Aligned reads were then merged across samples for each sex. Normalized ATAC-seq 
signals were obtained by running callpeak from the MACS2 2.1.1.20160309 program 
(Zhang et al. 2008) with the -p 0.01 -B --nomodel --SPMR --shift -100 --extsize 200 options. 
The signals (fragments pileup per million reads) for each sex at the two MHM loci were 
plotted with ggbio 1.28.5. To find statistically significant ATAC-seq peaks, we reran 
callpeak without --SPMR and identified differential peaks using bdgdiff. 
2.4.6 RNA-seq data, transcriptome assembly, and lncRNA identification 
RNA-seq data from 165 chicken samples across multiple somatic tissues 
(blastoma, brain, bursa of Fabricius, heart, kidney, liver, lung, muscle, spleen) and 
developmental stages (12 hrs, E18, E19 and adults) were collected from multiple sources 
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(Brawand et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012; Muyle et al. 2012; Ayers et al. 2013; Uebbing et 
al. 2015; Zimmer et al. 2016; Marin et al. 2017) (Table A. 1). Raw reads were trimmed 
with TrimGalore 0.4.5 and then aligned to the enhanced chicken genome using HISAT2 
(Kim et al. 2015). We filtered out secondary alignments using SAMtools 1.7 (Li et al. 2009) 
to ensure that only primary alignments were retained for further estimation of gene 
expression.  
To identify lncRNA genes within MHM loci and quantify the transcripts, we used 
StringTie 1.3.4d (Pertea et al. 2015) to assemble aligned reads into transcripts. Then, the 
coding potential of these transcripts was predicted using FEELnc v.0.1.1 (Wucher et al. 
2017) under the shuffle mode, and transcripts with the coding potential score smaller than 
0.4214 (a cutoff chosen by the program) were defined as lncRNAs. It should be noted that 
since our collected RNA-seq datasets are poly(A)-selected, we could capture only 
polyadenylated lncRNAs.  
2.4.7 Quantification of gene expression and differential expression analysis 
We measured the expression of these lncRNAs by rerunning StringTie against the 
annotation of the new transcript assembly with the -e -b options. Meanwhile, we quantified 
protein-coding genes on the Z chromosome by running StringTie against the chicken 
Ensembl annotation (Gallus_gallus-5.0.92 release) with the same options. The Log2-
scaled Transcripts Per Kilobase Million (TPM) measure (specifically, log2(TPM + 1)) was 
chosen to represent gene expression levels for further analysis.  
We averaged expression across samples within each sex, and genes with average 
expression above 1 in either sex were retained. The running average (window size of 10 
genes with a slide size of one gene) of the male-to-female ratios on the Z chromosome 
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was computed with gtools 3.8.1. Expression valleys (dips in male/female ratios) near 
MHM1 and MHM2 were tested using a one-tailed Mann–Whitney U test. 
Additionally, we performed differential expression between males and females 
using DESeq2 1.18.1 (Love et al. 2014), using raw counts generated with prepDE.py from 
the StringTie package. 
2.4.8 Identification of repeat units in MHM loci  
We detected tandem repeat units of MHM1 and MHM2 using XSTREAM (Newman 
and Cooper 2007). We identified five different repeat units of MHM1 -- 2.7Kb, 1.8Kb, 
2.7Kb_rev (reverse complement of the 2.7Kb unit), 3Kb and 2.2Kb (Figure 2.6). Among 
them, the 2.7Kb_rev (JF692775) and 1.8Kb units (JF692776, named ‘sMHM-BamHI’) 
were previously identified in (Itoh et al. 2011), and the 2.2Kb unit was discovered by 
Teranishi et al. (2001) (AB046698). As described by Itoh et al. (2011), the five repeat units 
share a core sequence (JF692776: 957-1219) which is potentially important for their 
function. For MHM2, a 543bp unit is iterated 3-4 times per repeat block (Figure 2.6). All 
repeat units of MHM loci are relatively GC rich (GC content: 55-60%), while the GC content 
for the chicken Z chromosome (the Gallus_gallus-5.0 assembly) is 40.74%. 
2.4.9 Detection of the boundaries of MHM-affected genes 
To obtain accurate boundaries of MHM-affected genes (dosage valleys), we 
performed a changepoint analysis using the R package ‘changepoint.np’ (Haynes et al. 
2016). This package can identify multiple change-points in time series-like data, without 
any assumptions regarding the distribution. The changepoints across 
tissues/developmental stages were merged to obtain all potentially affected genes near 
MHM1 or MHM2. 
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2.4.10 Cross-species expression comparison 
We obtained RNA-seq data from adult brains of the great tit (Laine et al. 2016), the 
blue tit (Mueller et al. 2015) and the ostrich (Adolfsson and Ellegren 2013) (Table A. 1). 
The reads were pre-processed, and expression levels (in log2(TPM + 1)) were measured 
using the same pipeline as in chicken, except that reads were aligned to the 
‘Parus_major1.1’ assembly for the great tit sample, to the ‘cyaCae2’ assembly for blue tit 
samples, and to the ‘ASM69896v1’ assembly for ostrich samples. 
To identify cross-species orthologs (chicken - blue tit - ostrich), we ran Proteinortho 
V5.16b (Lechner et al. 2011) on the protein sequences of three species (NCBI annotations 
for the blue tit and ostrich, and Ensembl annotation for the chicken), with -synteny -
identity=50 -cov=50 -selfblast options. Using this method, we identified 9,991 orthologs 
present in chicken, blue tit and ostrich.  
To ensure comparability of expression across samples of different species, we 
used a median scaling method (Brawand et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012; Marin et al. 2017). 
In detail, for genes with expression that are consistently within the inner quartile range 
(2,111 genes across all 23 samples), the median expression per sample was computed. 
We then scaled the medians to a common value (mean of all medians) by scaling factors, 
and the scaling factor was used to calculate the new expression value for all genes in 
each sample.  
2.4.11 Sample sexing 
Since the sexes of several WGBS (brain and retina) and ATAC-seq (flight 
muscles/bones) samples were unknown, we sexed the samples based on the percentage 
of reads that could be mapped to the W chromosome out of all aligned reads (W%). The 
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distribution of percent W reads revealed two clear groups corresponding the two sexes 
(Figure A. 2), and we determined the sex based on this stratification. 
2.4.12 The presence or absence of MHM repeat units in other avian species 
We blasted all MHM repeat units against all representative genomes of birds (taxid: 
8782) in NCBI (last access: 4/28/2019) using the Nucleotide BLAST in “blastn” mode. This 
mode is optimized for cross-species search. We set the threshold of E-value to 10-5. 
Although both MHM1 and MHM2 can be identified in chicken and other Galloanserae 
species, MHM2 is also present in multiple orders of Neoaves (Table 2.1). 
To validate the presence or absence of MHM2 in other avian species, we aligned 
the Z chromosome of these species to the chicken Z chromosome using LASTZ 1.04.00 
(Harris 2007) with the --notransition --nogapped --step=20 --rdotplot options. The output 
dotplots were zoomed in to MHM2 neighboring regions and visualized in R (R Core Team 
2019). 
2.4.13 Self-alignment of MHM loci 
We self-aligned each MHM locus to test for repetitive sequences. Specifically, 
nucmer from the MUMmer 4.0.0beta2 (Marcais et al. 2018) was run for an MHM locus 
against itself with --maxmatch --nosimplify options. We then used mummerplot to draw dot 
plots for these self-alignments. The two MHM loci were also aligned against each other 
using the same approach, but no alignment was generated. 
2.4.14 Gene ontology analysis 
PANTHER Overrepresentation Test (Released 20171205) from the PANTHER 
Classification System version 11 (Mi et al. 2017) was used to test the enrichment of gene 
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ontology for MHM1 or MHM2 neighboring genes. Ensembl gene IDs were used for these 
genes, and the reference list used was the Gallus gallus annotation (Panther annotation 
version 13.1). We found that no gene ontology terms from the biological process or 
molecular function were enriched in these sets of genes.  
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REGULATORY DIVERGENCE AND DOSAGE COMPENSATION 
OF SEX CHROMOSOME-LIKE AUTOSOMES IN THE WHITE-
THROATED SPARROW 
3.1 Introduction 
A pair of autosomes in the white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis) shares 
some similarities with sex chromosomes. This North American songbird features a striking 
phenotypic dimorphism: birds of the white-striped (or “white”) morph display more 
territorial aggression and invest less parental care than their tan-striped (or “tan”) 
conspecifics of the same sex (Figure 3.1). The phenotypic differences can be traced to a 
large chromosomal rearrangement harboring ~1,000 genes on the second chromosome, 
which occurred approximately 2-3 million years ago (Thorneycroft 1975; Thomas et al. 
2008; Huynh et al. 2010). Tan birds are homozygous for the standard version 
(ZAL2/ZAL2), and white birds are heterozygous (ZAL2/ZAL2m) (Thorneycroft 1975) 
(Figure 3.1). Interestingly, birds of the distinct morphs mate exclusively with each other at 
a >98% frequency (Tuttle et al. 2016). The strong disassortative mating preference leads 
to suppressed recombination of the rarely homozygous ZAL2m chromosome. 
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Figure 3.1 Two plumage morphs of the white-throated sparrow, with their second 
chromosome karyotypes shown in the boxes. 
 
 
Previously, cytogenetic studies by Thomas et al. (2008) and Davis et al. (2011) 
revealed that this rearrangement is composed of at least two pericentric inversions that 
span ~100 Mb (Thomas et al. 2008; Davis et al. 2011). By utilizing limited loci from multiple 
chromosomes, Huynh et al. (2010) found reduced nucleotide diversity of both ZAL2 and 
ZAL2m within the inversion relative to 1) a ~5 Mb region outside the rearrangement that 
still undergoes active recombination between the two chromosomes and to 2) other 
macrochromosomes in this species (Huynh et al. 2010). Huynh et al. (2011) and Davis et 
al. (2011) observed high differentiation between the two chromosomes and distinct ZAL2 
and ZAL2m haplotype clusters, supporting massively suppressed recombination (Davis et 
al. 2011; Huynh et al. 2011). These studies detected no evidence for genetic degeneration 
because of 1) no truncation of protein-coding genes, 2) no significant differences in non-
synonymous substitution rates between the two chromosomes, and 3) little accumulation 
of repetitive sequences on ZAL2m. Nevertheless, with data from WGS of multiple tan and 
white birds, Tuttle et al. (2016) observed a significant excess of non-synonymous 
polymorphisms on the ZAL2m chromosome (Tuttle et al. 2016), conflicting with prior 
studies in this respect. Unlike the non-recombining W chromosome in which the majority 
of genes have decayed, ZAL2m is similar in size to the ZAL2 chromosome, based on an 
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early karyotype study (Thorneycroft 1975); in addition, ZAL2m homozygotes (or ‘super-
white’; ZAL2m/ZAL2m) are present in the population at ~0.2% frequency (Thorneycroft 
1975; Horton et al. 2013; Tuttle et al. 2016), leading to the speculation that ZAL2m may 
undergo a certain level of recombination. Consistent with this idea, a previous population 
genetics study predicted recombination events within the ZAL2m chromosomes (Huynh et 
al. 2011). 
In this study, we seek to close the following gaps. First, the degree of divergence 
between ZAL2 and ZAL2m and of degeneration of ZAL2m at the chromosome-wide scale 
is yet to be characterized. Second, a previous RNA-seq analysis identified co-expression 
networks linked to some behaviors at the morph level (Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015), but the 
extent of regulatory divergence between ZAL2 and ZAL2m alleles is unclear. Last, 
although the autosomal ZAL2/ZAL2m system mimics sex chromosome systems regarding 
suppressed recombination and degeneration, we do not know whether dosage 
compensation, another feature of heteromorphic sex chromosomes, has evolved in 
response to disrupted expression of ZAL2m-linked loci. 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Characterization of divergence between ZAL2 and ZAL2m 
As the reference genome of the white-throated sparrow (a tan bird, homozygous 
for ZAL2) is relatively fragmented (6,018 scaffolds), we used multiple approaches to 
identify scaffolds that are likely to reside on the ZAL2 chromosome. First, based upon well-
maintained inter-chromosomal homology in birds (Shetty et al. 1999; Warren et al. 2010; 
Laine et al. 2016), we mapped scaffolds from the reference genome to the zebra finch 
genome and extracted those aligned to TGU3 (the zebra finch chromosome homologous 
to ZAL2/ZAL2m). Second, we incorporated markers confirmed to be on ZAL2/ZAL2m from 
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the previous fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) studies (Thomas et al. 2008; Davis et 
al. 2011; Tuttle et al. 2016). Third, we utilized homology with other passerine birds with 
chromosome-level assemblies collared flycatcher and great tit) (Ellegren et al. 2012; Laine 
et al. 2016) as additional evidence to support this designation.  
Next, we distinguished the ZAL2 scaffolds inside or outside the rearrangement on 
the basis of levels of divergence. That is, non-recombining regions (inside the 
rearrangement) are expected to harbor higher differentiation relative to recombining 
regions (outside the rearrangement). For this aim, we calculated single nucleotide 
divergence (dXY) and population differentiation (FST) (Weir and Cockerham 1984) between 
the tan and white birds using newly obtained whole-genome sequencing data of a rare 
super-white bird (ZAL2m/ZAL2m) and RNA-seq data from ~20 birds (Zinzow-Kramer et al. 
2015) (Methods). Using these data, we also identified putatively fixed single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) between ZAL2 and ZAL2m (Methods). Scaffolds with high dXY, high 
FST, and a presence of potentially fixed SNPs are likely to be inside the rearrangement. In 
contrast, scaffolds with low dXY, low FST and an absence of putatively fixed SNPs are likely 
to be outside the rearrangement. 
Using the above methods, we identified 35 ZAL2 scaffolds (105.96Mb) that were 
likely inside the rearrangement, and five scaffolds (5.38Mb) that were outside. The regions 
inside and outside the rearrangement displayed significantly different levels of genetic 
differentiation. Inside the rearrangement, the average dXY was 1.202 ± 0.006% (Figure 
3.2A-B). On the other hand, the average dXY outside the inversion showed variability that 
was statistically indistinguishable from that of the intra-species polymorphism (Figure 
3.2A-B). Similarly, population differentiation (measured by FST) and insertion-deletion 
(indel) frequencies within the rearranged region were significantly higher than regions 
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outside it or in the rest of the genome (Figure 3.2C-D). These results were consistent with 
high genetic differentiation between ZAL2 and ZAL2m inside the rearrangement.  
 
Figure 3.2 Genetic divergence between the ZAL2 and ZAL2m chromosomes.  (A) 
Pairwise nucleotide divergences (dXY) per 500 kb windows between the ZAL2 and ZAL2m 
chromosomes are shown for scaffolds > 1 Mb. The inferred major breakpoint (Thomas et 
al. 2008) is indicated with a red arrow. The scaffolds inside the rearrangement with precise 
locations known from previous fluorescent in situ hybridization (Thomas et al. 2008; Tuttle 
et al. 2016) were marked as “Ordered”, and the others without known locations were 
marked as “Unordered”. (B-D) Pairwise nucleotide divergences (dXY), degrees of 
population differentiation (FST), indel frequencies, all measured in 10 Kb non-overlapping 
windows, were significantly higher in scaffolds within the rearrangement relative to those 







3.2.2 Incipient degeneration of ZAL2m-linked genes 
Several genomic features of the ZAL2m hint at its degeneration. Rates of non-
synonymous substitution (dN), rates of promoter (defined as 1kb upstream of transcription 
start site) substitution (dP), the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous substitution rates 
(dN/dS) as well as the ratio of radical to conservative amino acid substitution rates (dR/dC) 
were all elevated on ZAL2m relative to ZAL2 (Figure 3.3). Nevertheless, sites that are 
mostly under neutral evolution [measured by rates of synonymous substitution (dS) and 
whole-genome divergence (dXY)] did not show significant bias towards either chromosome 
(Figure 3.3). Increased substitutions at functional but not at neutral sites on the ZAL2m 
chromosome suggested the accumulation of slightly deleterious mutations on ZAL2m. 
Nevertheless, out of 1,007 protein-coding loci linked to the rearranged part of ZAL2m, only 
28 (~2%) contained premature stop codons or had lost start or stop codons.  We found no 
frame-shift mutations or deletions of genes. Thus, the level of genetic degeneration of 
ZAL2m is subtle.  
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Figure 3.3 The degeneration of the ZAL2m chromosome. The chromosomal bias of 
substitutions differs between putatively functional versus neutral sites. The normalized 
difference in substitution rates between ZAL2 and ZAL2m is shown. This value is expected 
to be zero when there are equal numbers of ZAL2 and ZAL2m substitutions (i.e., no bias), 
but will increase as the substitutions become more ZAL2m-biased. Deviation from zero 
was tested using the Mann–Whitney U test and statistical significance is designated as 
NS: not significant; *:P < 0.05; **:P < 0.01; ***:P < 0.001. The measures presented include 
nucleotide divergence (dXY), synonymous substitution rate (dS), the ratio of radical to 
conservative amino acid substitution rates (dN/dS), promoter (defined as 1 kb upstream of 
transcription start site) substitution rate (dP), the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous 
substitution rates (dN/dS), and non-synonymous substitution rate (dN), presented in the 
order of decreasing P values. 
 
 
3.2.3 Substantial regulatory divergence between ZAL2 and ZAL2m 
Low levels of inter-chromosomal divergence and ZAL2m degeneration would 
predict weak regulatory divergence between ZAL2 and ZAL2m. To test that, we used RNA-
seq datasets of hypothalamus and nucleus taeniae (two brain regions involved in social 
behaviors) samples from nine tan and ten white individuals (Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015) 
to quantify allele-specific gene expression (ASE). Specifically, to minimize potential 
mapping bias towards the reference tan (ZAL2/ZAL2) genome caused by mismatches 
between ZAL2 and ZAL2m, RNA-seq reads were aligned to an N-masked reference 
genome in which all fixed differences were masked and assigned to either chromosome. 
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Then, reads were assigned to either chromosome, expression levels were quantified, and 
differential expression was tested (see Methods for more details). 
After this process, we found substantial expression divergence between ZAL2 and 
ZAL2m. Specifically, 41.41% (335 genes) and 46.53% (375 genes) of all ZAL2/ZAL2m-
linked genes exhibited allele-specific expression in the hypothalamus and nucleus 
taeniae, respectively (Table 3.1). The two brain regions overlapped significantly in ASE 
genes (Figure 3.4), suggesting that genetic divergence of cis-regulatory regions may 
account for the observed expression divergence. As expected from ZAL2m degeneration, 
we found a trend toward reduced ZAL2m expression (one-tailed, paired Mann–Whitney U 
test, hypothalamus: P = 0.066 and nucleus taeniae: P = 0.049). 
Table 3.1 ASE genes and their expression patterns between morphs.  
Below, morph-biased genes are divided into two categories (tan > white and white > tan). 
Genes that do not exhibit significant morph-biased expression are shown in the ‘Other’ 
category. Differences were assessed by DESeq2, and numbers of genes with FDR-
corrected Q < 0.05 are shown. 
  tan > white white > tan 
Other 
(tan ≈ white) 
Hypothalamus 
ZAL2>ZAL2m 63 1 111 
ZAL2m>ZAL2 0 109 51 
Nucleus 
Taeniae 
ZAL2>ZAL2m 54 1 153 





Figure 3.4 Significant overlap of ASE genes between ZAL2 and ZAL2m. 
 
 
Nevertheless, although the majority of ZAL2m > ZAL2 genes (68%) also exhibited 
white > tan expression patterns, only a minority of ZAL2 > ZAL2m genes (36%) were tan-
biased (Figure 3.4; Figure 3.5). Therefore, we hypothesized that most ZAL2-biased genes, 




Figure 3.5 Pie charts to contrast the proportions of morph-biased genes for the two 
categories of ASE genes (ZAL2- and ZAL2m-biased). 
 
 
3.2.4 Potential dosage compensation in the autosomal system 
To test dosage compensation in this autosomal system, we proposed the following 
model. Reduced expression in ZAL2m caused by degeneration at regulatory regions could 
lead to lower total expression in the white birds relative to tan birds (Figure 3.6A-B). 
Natural selection may increase the expression of ZAL2 alleles in the white birds to bring 
their expression close to that of tan birds, in which expression reflects the ancestral and 
presumably optimal levels of gene expression (Figure 3.6C). In this scenario, ZAL2 allelic 




Figure 3.6  Potential dosage compensation for ZAL2-biased genes.  (A) Before 
degeneration, expression dosage (black waves) is similar between ZAL2 and ZAL2m and 
between tan and white. (B) If the expression of ZAL2m alleles is reduced and there is no 
dosage compensation, white individuals should show reduced expression. (C) The 
dosage between the morphs may be re-balanced via overexpression of the ZAL2 allele in 
white birds. Consequently, the expression of the ZAL2 allele should be greater in white 
than tan birds (white-ZAL2 / tan-ZAL2 > 1). (D-E) Levels of compensation (measured by 
white-ZAL2 / tan-ZAL2) are significantly elevated for tan  white (dosage-compensated) 
genes compared with non-dosage compensated genes (tan > white) (Mann–Whitney U 
test, ***:P < 0.001). 
 
 
For ZAL2-biased genes in our datasets, we observed the expected patterns in both 
brain regions. Specifically, tan ≈ white genes (dosage-rebalanced genes) displayed higher 
expression of ZAL2 alleles in white relative to tan birds, but tan > white genes (dosage-
unbalanced genes) did not (Figure 3.6D-E). Intriguingly, for ZAL2m-biased genes that were 
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not morph-biased, we also observed altered ZAL2 expression in white relative to tan birds 
(tan-ZAL2 / white-ZAL2 > 1) (Figure B. 1), suggesting that degeneration in the regulatory 
regions of ZAL2m-linked genes could sometimes lead to overexpression. Taken together, 
our results support potential dosage compensation in the ZAL2/ZAL2m system.  
3.2.5 ASE genes that are not dosage compensated exhibit higher connectivity in co-
expression networks 
We hypothesized that ASE genes that were not dosage compensated may play 
essential roles in mediating morph differences. To test this hypothesis, we examined 
previously identified weighted co-expression networks from our RNA-seq data (Zinzow-
Kramer et al. 2015). Genes in two large modules, namely the ‘black’ module in the 
hypothalamus (containing 511 genes, 226 genes on ZAL2/ZAL2m) and the ‘greenyellow’ 
module in the nucleus taeniae (containing 157 genes, 115 genes on ZAL2/ZAL2m), were 
significantly correlated with territorial singing, a behavior that differs between the morphs 
(Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015). Consistent with our hypothesis, ASE genes exhibited 
significantly higher intramodule connectivity compared with other genes in the modules, 
indicating their central roles in co-expression networks (Figure 3.7).  
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Figure 3.7 Allele- and morph-biased genes occupy more central positions in gene 
co-expression networks. Intramodular connectivity (kIN) for all genes in modules 
compared with those exhibiting allele-specific expression for (A) hypothalamus, and (B) 




The ZAL2/ZAL2m system in the white-throated sparrow is linked to two plumage 
morphs with behaviors complementing each other (Thorneycroft 1966; Tuttle 2003; Maney 
et al. 2015). Same-morph mating is largely restricted. Based on several reports 
(Thorneycroft 1975; Michopoulos et al. 2007; Falls and Kopachena 2010; Horton et al. 
2013; Tuttle et al. 2016), only 0.8% of total matings occur between white birds, and as a 
result, the frequency of ZAL2m/ZAL2m homozygotes is ~0.2% of total offspring. 
Owing to this mating strategy, the recombination of ZAL2m is largely limited. To 
characterize the divergence between ZAL2 and ZAL2m, we sequenced the genome of a 
rare super-white bird homozygous for ZAL2m. Comparative analysis with the new data 
revealed a divergence of ~1.2%, comparable to that between humans and chimpanzees 
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(e.g., (Elango et al. 2006)). Similar to sex chromosomes in multiple lineages, the 
recombination-suppressed ZAL2m chromosome displays several signs of degeneration at 
functional sites. Nevertheless, the degree of ZAL2m degeneration is weak, evidenced by 
very few genes undergoing pseudogenization. Indeed, individuals homozygous for the 
ZAL2m chromosomes are found in nature at low frequencies (Thorneycroft 1975; 
Michopoulos et al. 2007; Falls and Kopachena 2010; Horton et al. 2013; Tuttle et al. 2016), 
indicating that ZAL2m is functional. 
Although we found only low levels of genetic divergence between ZAL2 and ZAL2m 
as well as weak degeneration, we found strong signals of allele-specific expression for 
more than 40% of genes in white birds. Many of these genes showed reduced expression 
of the ZAL2m allele, which could indicate degeneration of regulatory sequences on the 
ZAL2m chromosome. Our results are consistent with previous findings that regulatory 
divergence can precede large-scale protein sequence differentiation (King and Wilson 
1975; Carroll 2005; Zhou and Bachtrog 2012).  
Disrupted expression of genes on the non-recombining chromosome can initiate 
the evolution of dosage compensation, re-balancing expression between heterozygotes 
and homozygotes. A variety of such mechanisms has evolved in sex chromosomes 
(Meyer 2010; Conrad and Akhtar 2011; Graves 2016), and it is known that dosage 
compensation can evolve rapidly in new sex chromosomes (e.g., (Muyle et al. 2012; 
Papadopulos et al. 2015)). However, to our knowledge, dosage compensation has not 
been reported in autosomal systems. Here, we show that for a number of ASE genes, 
dosage compensation may exist to re-balance expression between morphs. If we define 
the degree of dosage compensation as the ratio of the expression of the compensated 
allele to the expression of the non-compensated allele (for example, white-ZAL2 relative 
to tan-ZAL2 in the case of a reduction in white-ZAL2m), the average degree of dosage 
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compensation is approximately ~35% in both of the brain regions we looked at. This level 
is similar to that for avian sex chromosomes; Z-linked expression in females (ZW) is only 
30-40% elevated compared with that in males (ZZ) (Ellegren et al. 2007; Itoh et al. 2007; 
Uebbing et al. 2013; Graves 2016). It is of interest to understand whether some 
mechanisms for dosage compensation are shared between the ZAL2/ZAL2m and Z/W 
systems. 
Taken together, our comprehensive genetic and transcriptomic study in the white-
throated sparrow reveals that protein-coding sequences and gene expression are evolving 
with strikingly different patterns. Whereas protein-coding sequences harbor few genetic 
differences, we found strong evidence for the rapid evolution of regulatory divergence as 
well as dosage compensation. 
3.4 Methods 
3.4.1 Sequencing of a super-white bird 
We sequenced a super-white bird homozygous for the rearrangement 
(ZAL2m/ZAL2m) (Horton et al. 2013). High molecular weight genomic DNA was extracted 
from liver and sequenced using HiSeq2500 at the Roy Carver Genome Center of the 
University of Illinois. Approximately 240 million 150 bp reads were generated. 
3.4.2 Identification of scaffolds on the second chromosome 
Genomic scaffolds from a tan bird (ZAL2/ZAL2) were recently published by Tuttle 
et al. (2016). To confidently identify scaffolds that originate from the second chromosome 
of white-throated sparrows, we mapped those scaffolds onto that of the zebra finch using 
LASTZ 1.03.73 (Harris 2007) (parameters: --step=20 --chain --gfextend --gapped --
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traceback=2000M --ydrop=300400 --identity=85 --matchcount=1000), with additional 
parameters of >30% coverage for scaffolds longer than 10 kb and >80% coverage for 
scaffolds shorter than 10 kb. These cutoff criteria were selected to avoid scaffolds that 
mapped to ZAL2 due to partial mapping to repetitive sequences (Zhou et al. 2014), on the 
basis of the coverage% distribution across scaffolds (Figure B. 2). We identified ZAL2 
scaffolds using homology to the corresponding zebra finch chromosome (commonly 
referred to as TGU3 due to its homology to chicken chromosome 3 (Warren et al. 2010)), 
previous fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) studies (Thomas et al. 2008; Davis et al. 
2011; Tuttle et al. 2016), as well as homology with two other passerine birds with 
chromosome-level assemblies, collared flycatcher (Ficedula albicollis) and great tit (Parus 
major) (Ellegren et al. 2012; Laine et al. 2016). Following these procedures, we identified 
56 scaffolds on the ZAL2 chromosome.  
Compared with the results of Tuttle et al. (Tuttle et al. 2016), our results included 
19 additional ZAL2 scaffolds (corresponding to ~25Mb) that were previously unrecognized 
as linked to this chromosome. In addition, we excluded a ~45Mb scaffold 
(NW_005081536.1) that had been denoted as residing on a non-rearranged portion of the 
ZAL2 (Tuttle et al. 2016). Regions homologous to this scaffold were found on a different 
chromosome in the zebra finch, collared flycatcher, and great tit, making it unlikely that it 
has moved to ZAL2 in Z. albicollis given the well-conserved chromosomal homology in 
birds (Shetty et al. 1999; Warren et al. 2010; Laine et al. 2016). FISH studies also 
previously showed that regions outside of the rearrangement on chromosome two are only 
~10Mbs in length (Thomas et al. 2008; Davis et al. 2011). 
3.4.3 Genetic divergence between ZAL2 and ZAL2m from genome sequences and RNA-
seq data 
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We then called variants (SNPs and indels) that distinguish ZAL2 and ZAL2m 
sequences by following the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) best practices for variant 
calling in genome sequencing data (McKenna et al. 2010; DePristo et al. 2011; Van der 
Auwera et al. 2013). First, super-white reads from whole-genome sequencing were 
aligned to the reference genome from a tan bird (Tuttle et al. 2016) using BWA 0.7.12 (Li 
and Durbin 2010). GATK 3.4 was used to call variants, and those variants with quality 
lower than 30 or read depth less than 5 were excluded. We then used a sliding window 
approach to calculate short indel frequencies and dXY following Jukes-Cantor correction 
(Jukes and Cantor 1969).  
We also called variants from available transcriptome data from the hypothalamus 
and nucleus taeniae of nine tan and 11 white individuals (Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015) 
following the GATK best practices for variant calling in RNA-seq data (McKenna et al. 
2010; DePristo et al. 2011; Van der Auwera et al. 2013). A variant was considered 
putatively fixed in the sampled individuals if: 1) the variant was biallelic; 2) tan individuals 
were homozygous for the reference allele (AA); 3) white individuals (ZAL2/ZAL2m) were 
heterozygous (Aa); 4) the super-white (ZAL2m/ZAL2m) individual was homozygous for the 
alternative allele (aa).  
3.4.4 Scaffolds inside versus outside the rearrangement.  
Scaffolds residing inside versus outside the rearrangement were identified on the 
basis of distinctive patterns of genetic divergence. Specifically, the distributions of dXY and 
FST were bimodal, categorized as 'high’ or ‘low’ dXY or FST (Figure B. 3). Scaffolds with 
high dXY, high FST, and putatively fixed differences were designated as ‘confidently inside’. 
If only one of the two criteria were satisfied, the scaffolds were designated as ‘likely inside’. 
Scaffolds were defined as ‘confidently outside’ if they had low dXY, low FST, and no 
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putatively fixed differences, and one of the following two conditions was satisfied: either 
they were already shown to be outside the rearrangement (Thomas et al. 2008; Davis et 
al. 2011; Tuttle et al. 2016), or they shared homology with the homologous chromosome 
of two other passerine birds (F. albicollis and P. major) (Ellegren et al. 2012; Laine et al. 
2016). Scaffolds that exhibited low dXY, low FST and an absence of putatively fixed 
differences, with no extra supporting evidence, were designated as ‘likely outside’.  
3.4.5 Analyses of protein-coding sequences.  
For each ZAL2-linked gene, we extracted the longest transcript and constructed 
the ZAL2m version with the putatively fixed differences. Additionally, we downloaded all 
available genome annotations for 13 other avian species in the order of Passeriformes 
(the same order as the white-throated sparrow) from NCBI, and the tree for all 14 species 
was inferred from several avian phylogeny studies (Jetz et al. 2012; Jarvis et al. 2014; 
Jetz et al. 2014; Prum et al. 2015). Each gene was aligned by MAFFT v7.245 (Katoh and 
Standley 2013), low-quality alignment parts were trimmed by trimAl v1.4 (Capella-
Gutierrez et al. 2009), and the codon alignment was constructed by PAL2NAL v14 
(Suyama et al. 2006). We obtained codon alignments for a total of 800 genes. We 
calculated dN and dS for the ZAL2 and ZAL2m branches with a free-ratio model using 
codeml from the PAML 4.8 package (Yang 2007). The Hon-New package (Zhang 2000), 
which adopts the amino acid classification system that considers charge and polarity, was 
used to estimate rates of radical amino acid substitution (dR) and conservative amino acid 
substitution (dC).  
3.4.6 Gene expression.  
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We examined genes with morph-biased (Tan≠White) expression and allele-
specific expression (ZAL2≠ZAL2m) patterns. To account for potential mapping bias 
towards the reference (ZAL2/ZAL2) genome caused by mismatches between ZAL2 and 
ZAL2m, we N-masked (Krueger and Andrews 2016) putatively fixed differences in the 
reference. We additionally checked potential left-over bias by aligning whole-genome 
sequences from three white birds described by Tuttle et al. (Tuttle et al. 2016) to this N-
masked genome. ZAL2 and ZAL2m alleles should have roughly equal coverage per site if 
mapping bias has been eliminated. Indeed, for all three white birds, we did not observe 
significant coverage bias towards the ZAL2 allele (see ‘Examining mapping bias in the N-
masked reference genome’ and Figure B. 5).  
We mapped the aforementioned RNA-seq data from nine tan and 10 white 
individuals (Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015) to the N-masked genome with STAR 2.4.1d under 
the 2-pass mode (Dobin et al. 2013). Only uniquely mapped reads were retained for further 
differential expression analysis. SNPsplit 0.3.3 (Krueger and Andrews 2016) was run to 
assign reads to ZAL2 or ZAL2m for the white samples and to filter out reads without fixed 
differences in the tan samples. Read counts per gene at the morph and allele level were 
calculated by htseq-count 0.9.1 (Anders et al. 2015) with ‘-s no -m intersection-nonempty’.  
To detect morph-biased expression, we calculated size factors, normalized 
libraries with these factors, and then identified differential expression with ‘design = ~ 
morph’ in DESeq2 1.12.3 (Love et al. 2014). To detect allele-specific expression, we 
normalized libraries with the size factors generated in the previous step and identified 
differential expression with ‘design = ~ allele + sample’ in DESeq2. Only genes with 
average expression counts (‘baseMean’ in the DESeq2 output) higher than 5 at the morph 
level were retained for later analysis (809 genes for the hypothalamus and 806 for nucleus 
taeniae).  
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3.4.7 De novo assembly of the super-white genome, whole-genome alignment, and 
detection of gene deletion 
Paired-end sequences from the super-white bird were first trimmed by PRINSEQ 
0.20.4 (Schmieder and Edwards 2011) and assembled by Abyss 1.5.2 (Simpson et al. 
2009). The final assembly has a contig N50 of 26,601bp and a scaffold N50 of 32,876 bp. 
The total assembly size is 1.01 Gb, which is close to the estimated genome size of the 
white-throated sparrow (Tuttle et al. 2016). We aligned the newly generated super-white 
assembly to the tan reference genome using LASTZ with the parameters mentioned 
above. We found no evidence of deletion of exons and/or large (> 50 bp) indels.  
3.4.8 Examining mapping bias in the N-masked reference genome.  
We examined potential leftover mapping bias by aligning whole-genome 
sequences of three white birds (Sample IDs: 10_083, 10_092 and 10_093) published by 
Tuttle et al. (Tuttle et al. 2016) to the N-masked genome using HISAT2.1.0 (Kim et al. 
2015) (parameters: --no-spliced-alignment --sp 1000,1000). Reads were assigned to the 
ZAL2 or ZAL2m chromosome by SNPsplit 0.3.3 (Krueger and Andrews 2016) on the basis 
of putative fixed differences, and bedtools genomecov (Quinlan and Hall 2010) was used 
to count per base coverage on ZAL2 and ZAL2m, respectively. Across putative fixed 
differences, we observed roughly equal per base coverage between ZAL2 and ZAL2m 
(Figure B. 5), suggesting mapping bias was significantly eliminated using the SNP N-
masking approach. 
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EPIGENETIC DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN NON-RECOMBINING 
AUTOSOMES IN THE WHITE-THROATED SPARROW 
4.1 Introduction 
The genetic differentiation of the second chromosome in the white-throated 
sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis) is completely linked to two distinct plumage morphs, tan 
and white. One distinguishing feature of the two morphs is their behaviors: white birds 
(ZAL2/ZAL2m) engage in more territorial aggression but invest less in parenting behavior 
than tan birds (ZAL2/ZAL2) (Tuttle 2003; Maney 2008; Horton et al. 2014a; Horton et al. 
2014b; Maney et al. 2015; Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015). Birds of the two morphs mate in a 
highly disassortative manner (Tuttle et al. 2016), causing strongly suppressed 
recombination between ZAL2 and ZAL2m chromosomes. Despite a low level of nucleotide 
divergence (~1%) between the two chromosomes, more than 40% of genes are 
differentially expressed in the brain, suggesting rapid regulatory evolution which precedes 
large-scale genetic differences in the ZAL2/ZAL2m system (Sun et al. 2018). However, the 
molecular basis of such differential gene expression is not resolved. In this chapter, we 
investigated DNA methylation as a potential regulatory driver of differences in expression. 
The major form of DNA methylation is the addition of methyl groups to the 5th 
carbon of cytosines (5mC) (Bird 1992; Bird 2002). In mammalian systems, studies have 
established a model in which methylation at CpG sites of cis-regulatory regions can lead 
to transcription repression (Schübeler 2015). Because of its regulatory role, DNA 
methylation is essential to numerous biological processes, such as genomic imprinting, 
sexual differentiation, X chromosome inactivation, and maintaining genome stability 
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(Robertson and A.Jones 2000; Melamed and Arnold 2007; Roeszler et al. 2012; Graves 
2016). DNA methylation has also been implicated in development and aging. For example, 
studies have demonstrated that methylation of “clock CpGs” (CpGs that change DNA 
methylation with age) is a relatively accurate predictor of chronological age (Horvath 2013; 
Petkovich et al. 2017). Furthermore, a previous study identified “aging segments” (clusters 
of CpGs that respond to age) and showed that segments that increase DNA methylation 
are enriched in genes associated with development (Sun and Yi 2015). 
In this study, using deep whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS), we 
generated single-nucleotide-resolution methylation maps of 12 female brain samples from 
both morphs and from two developmental time points, namely seven adult (four white and 
three tan) and five chick (three white and two tan) samples. To connect DNA methylation 
to gene expression, we integrated RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data from the same 
samples with these methylomes. Our comprehensive epigenetic study in the white-
throated sparrow allows us to understand how variations in developmental stages and 
plumage morphs are associated with the methylation landscapes of this species. 
4.2 Results 
4.2.1 Genome-wide characterizations of DNA methylation  
The 12 individuals analyzed here are not related, inferred by a kinship analysis 
using their SNP data (Figure C. 1) (Manichaikul et al. 2010). A principal component 
analysis (PCA) revealed strong age effects on DNA methylation (Figure 4.1A). That is, the 
first principal component (PC1), which distinguished adults from chicks, accounted for the 
largest amount of variation in DNA methylation (~20%), and the PC2 explained ~11% 
sample variation by morph. When considering only the CpGs within the rearrangement 
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ZAL2/ZAL2m chromosome, samples were separated by both age and morph even clearer 
(Figure 4.1B).  
To detect significant differentially methylated CpGs (referred to as ‘DMCs’) 
between adults and chicks as well as between white and tan birds, we performed a 
differential methylation analysis for individual CpGs using DSS (Wu et al. 2015). 
Specifically, when identifying DMCs between adults and chicks (referred to as ‘age-
DMCs’), we treated age as the test variable and adjusted effects from morph; in contrast, 
when identifying DMCs between tan and white birds (referred to as ‘morph-DMCs’), we 
treated morph as the test variable and adjusted effects from age. This analysis revealed 
286,434 age-DMCs and 4,507 morph-DMCs (FDR < 0.05 and absolute difference in DNA 
methylation ≥ 10%). While age-DMCs were distributed across the genome (except for the 
Z chromosome), morph-DMCs were restricted to the ZAL2/ZAL2m chromosomes (Figure 
4.1C). This finding was consistent with age being the main contributor to methylation 
variation in the PCA analysis. Interestingly, although age-DMCs were widespread across 
the genome, they had smaller effect sizes (absolute differences in DNA methylation 




Figure 4.1 The effects of age and morph on DNA methylation patterns.  PCA of 
WGBS samples for (A) all CpGs and (B) CpGs within the rearrangement. The scree plots 
displaying percent variance explained by each PC were drawn on the right. (C) Fold 
enrichment with 95% confidence interval (95% CI) for the chromosome distribution of 
DMCs (using homologous chromosomes in zebra finch for designation). Note that ZAL2 
and ZALZ correspond to 3 and Z in the zebra finch, respectively. The fold enrichment and 
confidence intervals were calculated by comparing the real distribution of DMCs with the 
null distribution generated by 100 random selections of the same number of CpGs. The 
red dashed lines indicate no depletion/enrichment (1) of DMCs on a chromosome, and the 
gray dashed lines depict boundaries for moderate depletion (0.5) or enrichment (1.5) of 
DMCs. Only chromosomes larger than 10 Mb were shown. (D) Mean absolute differences 
in DNA methylation (5mC [%]) of age-DMCs and morph-DMCs. Relative to morph-DMCs, 
age-DMCs had smaller effect sizes. Significance was assessed with the Mann-Whitney U 
test (***:P < 0.001). 
 
4.2.2 Global hypermethylation of CpGs in adults relative to chicks 
Next, we asked whether age-related changes in DNA methylation were associated 
with DNMT expression. We found that age-DMCs were predominantly hypermethylated in 
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adult relative to chick samples (Figure 4.2A). Accordingly, DNA methyltransferases 
DNMT1 and DNMT3b had significantly higher expression in adults than in chicks (Figure 
4.2B; note that DNMT3a is not annotated in the reference genome due to the poor 
assembly quality around that region). Interestingly, age-DMCs located in promoters were 
significantly enriched for gene ontology (GO) terms related to the development and cell 
differentiation (Figure 4.2C). 
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Figure 4.2 Hypermethylation in adults relative to chicks and its potential functional 
implications.  (A) A histogram to show age differences in DNA methylation. The vast 
majority of age-DMCs were hypermethylated in adults compared with chicks. (B) Both 
DNMT1 and DNMT3b were overexpressed in adults (tested by DESeq2, ***:P < 0.001), 
consistent with hypermethylation in adults. (C) GO enrichment of genes that contain at 
least three age-DMCs within promoters (defined as within 1.5 Kb upstream of TSS). A 
statistical overrepresentation test was performed by PANTHER14.1 (Fisher’s exact test), 
with all white-throated sparrow genes present in the Gallus gallus annotation database as 




4.2.3 Methylation landscapes of ZAL2 and ZAL2m 
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As morph effects on DNA methylation were mostly exclusive to ZAL2/ZAL2m 
chromosomes, we investigated DNA methylation patterns of the two chromosomes. By 
adjusting for age effects in the regression model using DSS, we detected 13,774 CpGs 
that were differentially methylated between ZAL2 and ZAL2m (referred to as ‘allele-
DMCs’). The distribution of allelic differences in DNA methylation revealed three notable 
classes of allele-DMCs, with two groups of ZAL2m-hypomethylated CpGs and a group of 
ZAL2m-hypermethylated CpGs (Figure 4.3A). For further analysis, we used a 50% of allelic 
differences in DNA methylation to distinguish the two groups of ZAL2m-hypomethylated 
CpGs and assigned all allele-DMCs to one of the three distinct classes: extremely ZAL2m-
hypomethylated (henceforth ZAL2m << ZAL2; left peak), ZAL2m-hypomethylated 
(henceforth ZAL2m < ZAL2; middle peak) and ZAL2m-hypermethylated (henceforth ZAL2m 
> ZAL2; right peak) (Figure 4.3A).  
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Figure 4.3 Characterizations of the three classes of allele-DMCs.  (A) A histogram to 
show allelic differences in DNA methylation. (B) Changes in DNA methylation levels 
relative to the ancestral methylation levels inferred by an outgroup species (great tit). 
Mann–Whitney U test was used to assess the significance.  (C) Percentage of allele-
DMCs within different genomic regions. Intergenic regions were defined as regions that 
were at least 10 Kb away from any genes, and upstream/downstream distal regions were 
defined as 10 Kb upstream/downstream of the transcription start site (TSS)/transcription 
end site (TES). (D) Percentage of allele-DMCs within ZAL2 or ZAL2m ATAC-seq peaks. 
For C-D, all ZAL2/ZAL2m-linked CpGs were used as the control, and enrichment or 
depletion was assessed by two proportion Z-test. For B-D, NS: not significant; *:P < 0.05; 
**:P < 0.01; ***:P < 0.001. 
  
 
Were the allelic differences in DNA methylation due to changes in DNA methylation 
on ZAL2 or changes in DNA methylation on ZAL2m relative to the ancestral methylation 
levels? For this aim, we used an approach similar to what was described in Chapter 2 
(Section 2.2.5), but for DNA methylation instead of gene expression. Specifically, for each 
class of DMCs, we compared methylation levels of conserved CpGs on ZAL2 or ZAL2m to 
that of outgroup species with available methylome data for the brain (great tit, which is 
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also a passerine bird). Because the vast majority of ZAL2/ZAL2m-linked CpGs were not 
differentially methylated between the two chromosomes, we hypothesized that DNA 
methylation levels of these CpGs were similar between the white-throated sparrow and 
great tit (representing ancestral methylation levels). Indeed, we did not detect significant 
differences in methylation levels between the two avian species (Figure 4.3B). In contrast, 
for DMCs, epigenetic alterations relative to ancestral levels appeared to occur on both 
alleles. Intriguingly, for ZAL2m << ZAL2 DMCs, a massive ZAL2m decrease but only a mild 
and nonsignificant ZAL2 increase in DNA methylation was detected (Figure 4.3B), 
suggesting that strong ZAL2m hypomethylation was potentially the major driving force of 
the epigenetic evolution of this class of CpGs. 
Next, we investigated whether the three classes of allele-DMCs exhibited distinct 
genomic features. We found that, for both classes of DMCs with smaller absolute allelic 
differences in methylation (ZAL2m < ZAL2 and ZAL2m > ZAL2), the distances between 
adjacent DMCs were significantly shorter than the null distribution generated by 100 
random selections of the same number of CpGs from the ZAL2/ZAL2m chromosome; 
conversely, the distances between ZAL2m << ZAL2 DMCs were longer than the null 
distribution (Figure C. 2). This observation suggested that ZAL2m extremely 
hypomethylated CpGs were less likely than the other two classes of DMCs to cluster into 
regions. In line with this idea, ZAL2m << ZAL2 DMCs were significantly enriched in 
transposable elements (TEs) and intronic regions in which CpGs were generally sparsely 
distributed, and they were significantly depleted from regions upstream of TSS in which 
CpG islands were typically located (Figure 4.3C).  
Using ATAC-seq data of a white sample from the same brain region (Methods), 
we found that ZAL2m << ZAL2 DMCs were strongly depleted from regions with high 
chromatin accessibilities (mostly transcriptionally active regions) (Figure 4.3D). 
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Interestingly, ZAL2m < ZAL2 DMCs were depleted from ZAL2 peaks but not in ZAL2m 
peaks, and ZAL2m > ZAL2 DMCs were enriched in ZAL2 peaks but depleted from ZAL2m 
peaks (Figure 4.3D). This finding implied a potentially negative relationship between allelic 
differences in DNA methylation and allelic differences in gene expression, which we will 
explore in the next section. 
4.2.4 How are allelic differences in methylation associated with allelic differences in 
expression? 
To test the regulatory role of allele-DMCs, we performed a differential expression 
analysis between alleles using DESeq2 (Love et al. 2014) (Methods). Almost 75% of ASE 
genes were ZAL2-biased (243 ZAL2-biased vs. 87 ZAL2m-biased genes; FDR-corrected 
Q-value < 0.05), supporting global silencing caused by ZAL2m degeneration. For both 
promoter (defined as 1.5 Kb upstream of TSS) and gene body regions, allelic differences 
in DNA methylation and allelic differences in gene expression were negatively associated 
(Figure 4.4A). When ZAL2m << ZAL2 DMCs were excluded from this analysis, the negative 
correlation became stronger in gene body regions (Figure 4.4B). No GO terms were 
enriched in genes containing allele-DMCs in their promoter or gene body regions. 
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Figure 4.4 Negative relationships between allelic differences in DNA methylation 
and allelic differences in gene expression for (A) all DMCs and (B) only ZAL2m < 
ZAL2 and ZAL2m > ZAL2 DMCs.  Only promoters and gene bodies that contain more 
than three DMCs were shown. Allelic differences in DNA methylation across DMCs in a 
region were averaged. The strength and direction of association were measured by 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, and the relationship was fit with a linear 




In this study, we provide evidence that differences in both developmental stages 
and plumage morphs are associated with the individual variation of the genome-wide DNA 
methylation patterns in the brains of white-throated sparrows. The comparison between 
two developmental time points (day-7 chicks and adults) revealed significant age 
differences in DNA methylation that are widespread across the genome except for the Z 
chromosome (Figure 4.1). As previous studies of the relationship between DNA 
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methylation and development/aging usually ignored sex chromosomes, we have yet to 
understand why age-DMCs are underrepresented on the Z chromosome. Interestingly, 
age-DMCs are predominantly hypermethylation in adults (Figure 4.2A), which is consistent 
with the significantly higher expression of DNMTs in adults (Figure 4.2B).  
What are the functions of age-related changes in DNA methylation? GO analysis 
revealed that genes containing age-DMCs in their promoters are enriched for GO terms 
such as development and cell differentiation (Figure 4.2C). Previous studies have 
established that DNA hypomethylation through the knockout of DNMTs could cause neural 
progenitor cells to differentiate into glial cells instead of neurons (Fan et al. 2005; Wu et 
al. 2010; Murao et al. 2016). Hence, global hypermethylation through DNMT 
overexpression in adult brains could have functional importance in neurodevelopment in 
the white-throated sparrow. In support of this idea, a genome-scale DNA methylation study 
of murine hypothalamus from two post-natal time points found substantial global 
hypermethylation with age in neuronal but not non-neuronal cells (Li et al. 2014a).  
In comparison, differences in DNA methylation between the morphs are almost 
exclusive to ZAL2/ZAL2m chromosomes. The strong chromosomal enrichment could 
indicate that genetic differentiation between the two chromosomes might differentially 
influence methylation of nearby CpGs. Interestingly, the distribution of allelic differences 
in DNA methylation clearly revealed three classes of DMCs (Figure 4.3A), among which 
ZAL2m << ZAL2 DMCs have distinct features compared to other allele-DMCs with smaller 
effect sizes. First, cross-species comparisons revealed that the differences observed in 
these CpGs are potentially due to ZAL2m hypomethylation rather than ZAL2 
hypermethylation (Figure 4.3B). Second, they are less likely than other DMCs to cluster 
into regions (Figure C. 2). Third, their genomic distribution is biased towards TEs and 
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intronic regions (Figure 4.3C), and accordingly, they are underrepresented in ATAC-seq 
peaks in which active regulatory regions are enriched (Figure 4.3D).  
One hypothesis for the unique genomic distribution of ZAL2m << ZAL2 DMCs is 
that they could contribute to the degeneration of ZAL2m by increasing its chromosomal 
instability. For example, global hypomethylation in tumors is associated with increased 
chromosomal instability by facilitating chromosomal rearrangements and activating 
transposable elements (Rodríguez-Paredes and Esteller 2011). For instance, 
hypomethylation of the IAP element, one of the most active retrotransposons in the mouse 
genome, is linked to the higher expression and insertion events of IAP in mouse tumor 
models (Gaudet et al. 2003; Howard et al. 2007). Furthermore, hypomethylation of 
repetitive elements such as LINE-1 is associated with a variety of human cancers 
(Barchitta et al. 2014; Li et al. 2014b; Zelic et al. 2016). However, more data are necessary 
to examine a direct link between TE methylation and their insertion activity in the ZAL2m 
chromosome. 
Several lines of evidence support the regulatory roles of the other two classes of 
allele-DMCs. First, ZAL2m < ZAL2 DMCs were depleted from ZAL2 ATAC-seq peaks but 
not in ZAL2m peaks, and ZAL2m > ZAL2 DMCs were enriched in ZAL2 peaks but depleted 
from ZAL2m peaks (Figure 4.3D). This finding is consistent with an inverse relationship 
between DNA methylation and transcription activity (presumably strong in ATAC-seq 
peaks). Second, when the RNA-seq data from the same samples were incorporated, 
allelic differences in DNA methylation and allelic differences in gene expression are 
negatively correlated at both promoters and gene bodies (Figure 4.4).  
To conclude, our comprehensive epigenetic study in the white-throated sparrow 
reveals significant effects of developmental time points and plumage morph on DNA 
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methylation landscapes. We show that age differences in methylation are pervasive and 
are likely involved in regulating developmental genes, and morph differences are mostly 
enriched on ZAL2/ZAL2m. Allele-specific methylation analysis unveiled three classes of 
DMCs, among which two classes may have roles in differentiating gene expression 
between the two chromosomes. Future studies examining the profiles of histone 
modifications will allow us to achieve a complete picture of epigenetic regulation in the 
ZAL2/ZAL2m system. 
4.4 Methods 
4.4.1 Sample collection 
For WGBS and RNA-seq experiments, we collected 12 birds (seven adults [> 1 
year old] and five chicks [past hatch day 7]) for our analysis. The hypothalamus was 
microdissected as previously described (Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015). For WGS 
experiments, the livers of the same individuals were collected. For the ATAC-seq 
experiment, the hypothalamus was microdissected from a white male bird (adult). 
4.4.2 WGS library preparation, sequencing, data pre-processing, SNP calling, and 
identification of fixed differences 
Whole genome sequencing libraries were made from DNA extracted from sparrow 
livers using a QIAGEN DNeasy Blood and Tissue DNA kit. For each sample, 500ng-1µg 
of DNA was extracted and sheared on a Covaris ultrasonicator to 200-600bp at the Emory 
Integrated Genomics Core. The DNA fragment ends were repaired, and A-overhangs 
were added before Nextera barcode adaptors were ligated to the DNA fragments 
overnight. Finally, the libraries were PCR amplified to increase concentration and enrich 
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for adaptor-ligated DNA fragments. WGS libraries were sequenced using Illumina HiSeq 
X Ten with 150 x 2 paired-end reads at Macrogen Clinical Laboratory. 
To identify SNPs occupying CpG sites in the reference genome within the 
sequenced birds, we first trimmed WGS reads of adaptor sequences and of low-quality 
bases with the parameters “-q 30 -O 1 -m 50 --trim-n --pair-filter any” using cutadapt 1.18 
(Martin 2011). Trimmed reads were then aligned to the tan reference genome using 
Bowtie2 v2.3.4.2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) with the --very-sensitive-local option, 
and the alignment rate was ~95% per sample. Technical duplicates were then discarded 
by Picard Tools 2.19.0 (https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). SNP calling was 
conducted on clean and aligned reads using GATK 4.0 (McKenna et al. 2010; DePristo et 
al. 2011; Van der Auwera et al. 2013). Specifically, SNPs were called using 
Haplotypecaller with the -ERC GVCF option, and joint genotyping of all samples were 
performed with the GenotypeGVCF. Finally, SNPs with MAF < 0.05, meanDP < 5 and 
meanDP > 80 were discarded using VCFtools 0.1.15 (Danecek et al. 2011).  
With the final set of SNPs, we identified putatively fixed differences between ZAL2 
and ZAL2m using the same procedure as described in Chapter 3 (3.4.3). For further 
alignment of WGBS, ATAC-seq, and RNA-seq data, to minimize potential mapping bias 
towards the reference genome (ZAL2/ZAL2) caused by differences between ZAL2 and 
ZAL2m, we constructed a genome with putatively fixed differences masked by Ns in the 
reference (N-masked genome). 
4.4.3 WGBS library preparation, sequencing, data pre-processing, and methylation call 
WGBS libraries were prepared using a custom protocol. First, DNA was extracted 
from the brain (hypothalamus region) or testis of white-throated sparrow samples using a 
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QIAGEN DNeasy Blood and Tissue DNA kit. For each sample, 100 ng - 1 µg of DNA was 
pooled with 1-5% lambda phage DNA to test for bisulfite conversion efficiency. The DNA 
samples were then sheared on a Covaris ultrasonicator to 200-600bp. The DNA fragment 
ends were repaired, and A-overhangs were added before bisulfite compatible adaptors 
were ligated to the DNA fragments overnight. Then, the DNA fragments were bisulfite-
converted and PCR-amplified to increase concentration and enrich for adaptor-ligated 
DNA fragments. WGBS libraries were then sequenced using Illumina HiSeq X Ten or 
HiSeq 2500 at Macrogen Clinical Laboratory. At least ~100 million 150 bp x 2 raw reads 
were generated per sample (Table C. 1). 
WGBS reads were trimmed as described in 4.4.2. The trimmed reads were aligned 
to the N-masked reference genome with parameters “--bowtie2 -X 1000” using Bismark 
v0.20.0 (Krueger and Andrews 2011). The average mapping efficiency of samples was 
~70% for all samples (Table C. 1). Third, duplicated reads and non-bisulfite-converted 
reads were discarded by deduplicate_bismark (parameter: -p) and filter_non_conversion 
(parameter: percentage_cutoff 20), respectively. Last, bismark_methylation_extractor was 
run to extract CpG methylation calls.  
To obtain bisulfite conversion rates, raw reads were aligned to the phage lambda 
genome using Bismark (same parameters). As lambda DNA is not methylated and 
therefore should be completely bisulfite-converted, the percentage of methylated 
cytosines of lambda DNA is taken as the non-conversion rate. All samples had bisulfite 
conversion rates above 99.8% (Table C. 1).  
To call allele-specific methylation values, SNPsplit 0.3.4 (Krueger and Andrews 
2016) was run with parameters “--bisulfite --paired” using fixed differences between ZAL2 
and ZAL2m. Then, bismark_methylation_extractor was run for allele-separated reads. For 
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white birds, consistent with the genotype (ZAL2/ZAL2m), the percentage of reads assigned 
to each chromosome is ~4 - 4.5% (Table C. 1); for tan birds, the percentage of reads 
assigned to ZAL2 was ~8 - 9% but to ZAL2m 0 - 0.01% (Table C. 1), which was consistent 
with the genotype (ZAL2 / ZAL2).  
After this procedure, the median sequencing depths was at least 9 reads per 
sample and 4 per allele (Table C. 1). Only CpG sites with at least five reads aligned were 
retained for further analysis. Finally, as cytosine polymorphisms could hamper accurate 
methylation call, we excluded any CpGs in the reference genome that were polymorphic 
within the sequenced samples.  
4.4.4 ATAC-seq library preparation, sequencing, data pre-processing, and peak calling 
For one sample (hypothalamus of a white male), 10,000 - 200,000 cells from its 
hypothalamus punch were homogenized in EMEM (Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium) 
and phosphate-buffered saline. The cells were pelleted in a centrifuge and re-suspended 
in a lysis buffer made of non-ionic detergent (made in house from Tris, NaCl, MgCl2, 
IGEPAL CA-630).  After cell lysis, nuclei were isolated by centrifugation and added to a 
tagmentation reaction mix (Illumina Nextera DNA Library Prep Kit, Cat#: FC-121-1030). 
During tagmentation, the sequencing adapters were inserted into accessible chromatin 
regions by Tn5 transposase. Adapter-tagmented fragments were purified (Invitrogen 
Agencourt AMPure XP beads, Cat#: A63880), bar-coded (Illumina Nextera Index Kit, cat#: 
FC-121-1011), and amplified (Fisher KAPA HiFi HotStart Kit, Cat#: NC0295239).  The 
ATAC-seq libraries were then sequenced by MiSeq (Reagent Kit v3) with 150 cycles (75 
bp paired-end reads) in the Molecular Evolution Core at Georgia Tech.   
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We aligned the trimmed ATAC-seq reads (trimming was performed as described 
in 4.4.2)  to the N-masked reference genome using Bowtie2 v2.3.4.2 (parameters: -X 2000 
--no-mixed --no-discordant) (Langmead and Salzberg 2012), which allowed a maximal 
insert size of 2 Kb between paired reads and discarded any unmapped or discordant 
alignment. The mapping efficiency for this sample was 82.13%. The aligned reads were 
then deduplicated using markdup of samtools 1.7 (Li et al. 2009). As a result, we obtained 
23 million clean mapped reads. To assign reads to ZAL2 and ZAL2m, SNPsplit 0.3.4 
(Krueger and Andrews 2016) was run with parameters “--paired” using fixed differences 
between ZAL2 and ZAL2m. Further, ZAL2 and ZAL2m ATAC-seq peaks were called using 
MACS2 version 2.1.1.20160309 (Zhang et al. 2008) with ‘-g 1.1e+9 -f BAMPE -p 0.01 -B 
--SPMR --nomodel' options.  
4.4.5 RNA-seq library preparation, sequencing, data processing, and differential 
expression analysis 
RNA extraction and library preparation of the female samples was performed as 
previously described (Zinzow-Kramer et al. 2015). The libraries were then sequenced on 
the HiSeq 4000 at 150 PE reads to ~40 million reads per sample. RNA-seq raw reads 
were trimmed as described in 4.4.2 and then aligned to the N-masked genome by HISAT2 
2.1.0 (Kim et al. 2015). Secondary alignments were filtered by SAMtools 1.7 (Li et al. 2009) 
to ensure that only primary alignments were retained. SNPsplit 0.3.4 (Krueger and 
Andrews 2016) was run to assign reads to ZAL2 or ZAL2m for the white samples and to 
filter out reads without fixed differences in the tan samples. Expression levels (raw read 
counts) were then quantified by StringTie v1.3.4d (Pertea et al. 2015).  
To identify genes that were differentially expressed between ZAL2 and ZAL2m, we 
normalized libraries with the size factors generated in the morph comparison step and 
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identified differential expression with ‘design = ~ age + allele’ (age as the adjusted 
covariate) using the DESeq2 1.22.2 package (Love et al. 2014) in R 3.5 (R Core Team 
2019).  
4.4.6 Analysis of differential DNA methylation 
Differentially methylated CpGs between age groups, sexes, and morphs (or 
alleles) were detected by DSS 2.30.1 (Wu et al. 2015) under the default setting, with one 
variable as the independent variable and the other two as adjusted covariates. CpGs with 
FDR-corrected p-values less than 0.05 and absolute values of differences in methylation 
greater than 10% were defined as DMCs. Bedtools v2.28.0 (Quinlan and Hall 2010) was 
run to assign DMCs to different gene features. When DMCs are within multiple gene 
features, we prioritize the assignment in the following order: upstream (10 Kb upstream of 
TSS), exons, introns, downstream (10 Kb downstream of TES), TEs and intergenic region. 
The distribution of all CpGs on ZAL2 and ZAL2m was employed as the control.  
4.4.7 Principal component analysis  
We stored DNA methylation data generated from all samples as an methylrawDB 
object using methylkit 1.9.4 (Akalin et al. 2012). The object was then converted into a 
percent methylation matrix, with only CpG sites with more than five reads in all samples 
retained. PCA analysis was performed using the PCASamples function in methylkit 
(parameter: obj.return = T). The returned prcomp result was used to plot sample clusters 
with the autoplot function in ggfortify 0.4.5 (Tang et al. 2016). 
4.4.8 Transposable element annotation 
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We adopted both de novo and homology-based approaches to annotate repetitive 
sequences in the reference genome. First, de novo discovery of TEs were performed by 
RepeatModeler 1.0.9 (Smit and Hubley 2008-2015). The generated library was merged 
with the avian Repbase library (20181026 version), which was used to annotate TEs in 
the reference genome using RepeatMasker 4.0.9 (parameters: -xsmall -s -nolow -norna -
nocut) (Smit et al. 2013-2015).  
4.4.9 Cross-species whole genome alignment and DNA methylation comparison 
To assign scaffolds of the reference white-throated sparrow genome to zebra finch 
chromosomes or to compare CpG methylation levels between sparrow and the outgroup 
species (great tit), we aligned the sparrow reference genome to zebra finch 
(Taeniopygia_guttata-3.2.4) and great tit (Parus_major1.1) reference genomes using 
minimap2-2.16 (parameters: --secondary=no -c) (Li 2018). Only confident alignments, 
defined by the highest mapping score (MAPQ=60), were retained. The paftools liftover 
program of minimap2 was then run to find dinucleotides in the great tit and chicken 
genome that were orthologous to CpG sites in the sparrow genome. Using the brain 
methylation data of the great tit and chicken generated in Chapter 2, we obtained fractional 
methylation levels for shared CpGs in the other two species (sparrow-tit: 436 CpGs; 
sparrow-chicken: 87 CpGs). 
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The common path of the evolution of sex chromosomes in most species is a step-
wise cessation of recombination between the proto-sex chromosomes (Charlesworth 
1978; Lahn and Page 1999). My dissertation is focused on two sex chromosome(-like) 
systems: the avian Z and W chromosomes that evolved more than 100 million years ago 
and the young ZAL2 and ZAL2m chromosomes in the white-throated sparrow that emerged 
only 2-3 million years ago. The two time points offer a powerful opportunity to study the 
regulatory evolution of sex chromosome(-like) systems in action. 
For the old avian Z and W chromosomes, W is largely degenerated, and the vast 
majority of Z-linked genes do not have W counterparts. Because of incomplete dosage 
compensation, ZW females generally have lower gene expression than ZZ males. Yet, 
dosage regulation of some genes may be essential in females, and previous studies have 
indicated a role of DNA methylation in local dosage compensation on the chicken Z 
chromosome (Melamed and Arnold 2007). However, no information on the chromosome-
wide epigenetic difference in avian sex chromosomes was available until my research. To 
fill this critical gap of knowledge, in Chapter 2, I investigated chromosome-wide sex 
differences in DNA methylation on the Z chromosome in the chicken and white-throated 
sparrow.  
Consistent with incomplete dosage compensation, DNA methylation, which is a 
useful tool in mammalian X inactivation, does not differ globally between males and 
females in both species. In chicken, I discovered the convergent evolution of two MHM 
regions (one was previously identified by Teranishi et al. [2001]). At both loci, DNA 
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methylation effectively blocks transcription in males by drastically reducing chromatin 
accessibilities, and lncRNAs are expressed almost exclusively in females. Genes in the 
vicinity of MHMs display notably reduced male-to-female expression ratios, which is likely 
due to the binding of lncRNAs in females. This study demonstrates that, at least twice in 
their evolutionary history, chicken (and potentially other Galloanserae species because 
they also contain MHM sequences) employed DNA methylation as a mechanism to solve 
dosage problems for genes potentially useful to females. In the white-throated sparrow, 
however, I did not detect any MHM regions. This could indicate that dosage regulation in 
the latter may be achieved on a gene-by-gene basis, rather than a regional basis. 
One question that remains unanswered is how sex differences in the DNA 
methylation of MHMs are achieved. I hypothesize that some “switches” on the W 
chromosome may control the methylation status of MHMs. For example, Teranishi et al. 
(2001) compared DNA methylation levels of MHM1 between triploids and standard 
males/females. They found that the methylation levels of MHM1 were almost equally low 
in ZZW and standard ZW females, and DNA methylation levels were almost equally high 
in ZZZ and standard ZZ males. These observations suggest that the presence/absence 
of a W chromosome, instead of the number of Z chromosomes, determines the 
methylation status of MHM1 in chicken. For future work, we can conduct targeted bisulfite 
sequencing of both MHMs in triploids and standard males/females to validate this finding 
and extend it to MHM2. Identifying these potential switches (if exist) can be challenging. 
However, comparing the methylation levels of MHMs before and after knocking out W-
linked genes could be a good starting point. 
In contrast to the avian sex chromosomes in which W chromosome is mostly 
decayed, ZAL2 and ZAL2m in the white-throated sparrow are still similar in sizes. Rare but 
otherwise healthy ZAL2m/ZAL2m homozygotes have been observed in nature, indicating 
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that the ZAL2m is at the very early stage of degeneration, if at all. In Chapter 3, I examined 
the degree of genetic and expression divergence between the ZAL2 and ZAL2m 
chromosomes as well as the degree of degeneration of ZAL2m. The ZAL2 chromosome 
(present in birds of both tan [ZAL2/ZAL2] and white [ZAL2/ZAL2m] morphs) and the non-
recombining ZAL2m chromosome (present only in birds of the white [ZAL2/ZAL2m] morph) 
are distinguished by nucleotide divergence of ~1%. The ZAL2m chromosome exhibits 
signatures of degeneration, including slight accumulation of deleterious mutations at 
functional sites and subtle pseudogenization.  
Surprisingly, despite the weak genetic differentiation and degeneration, more than 
40% of genes exhibit differential expression in the brain. Among these genes, significantly 
more genes are ZAL2-biased, which is consistent with ZAL2m degeneration. Moreover, 
patterns of gene expression are consistent with dosage compensation re-balancing 
expression levels between the two morphs. Specifically, ZAL2-linked genes appear to 
increase their expression in white birds to counter the expression loss of their ZAL2m 
counterparts. These results indicate that the regulatory evolution can precede large-scale 
genetic differences for this incipient system. 
We have yet to understand how dosage compensation is achieved in the 
ZAL2/ZAL2m system. In both fruit flies and green anoles, acetylation of H4K16 relaxes the 
chromatin and doubles the expression of X-linked genes in males (Conrad and Akhtar 
2011; Marin et al. 2017). Interestingly, MHM1 also exhibited a strong enrichment of 
H4K16ac in female chickens (Bisoni et al. 2005); hence, acetylation of H4K16 may serve 
as a common mechanism for dosage compensation in many sex chromosome systems. 
In future studies, by performing ChIP-seq experiments, we can test whether this histone 
mark has a similar role in the dosage compensation in the ZAL2/ZAL2m system. 
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One possible mechanism that could have generated the observed expression 
divergence between ZAL2 and ZAL2m is their epigenetic differentiation. In Chapter 4, I 
examined DNA methylation profiles of tan and white birds from two developmental time 
points. Although age effects on DNA methylation are pervasive across the genome, morph 
effects are almost exclusive to the ZAL2/2m chromosomes. The analysis of allelic 
methylation revealed three classes of DMCs. By incorporating ATAC-seq and RNA-seq 
data, I found that DMCs with moderate differences in DNA methylation may partially 
explain the expression differentiation between ZAL2 and ZAL2m. Even though we have 
yet to understand the functional consequence of extremely hypomethylated CpGs on 
ZAL2m, this class of DMCs has unique genomic distribution: they are depleted from active 
regulatory regions and are enriched in TEs. One hypothesis is that they may contribute to 
the degeneration of ZAL2m by activating transposable elements. Future studies can test 
whether the TEs containing these DMCs have more copies on ZAL2m than ZAL2 using 
experimental and computational approaches. 
My comprehensive genetic, transcriptomic, and epigenetic studies help to expand 
our knowledge about the regulatory evolution of both old and nascent sex chromosome(-
like) systems in birds. Although the two systems differ drastically in their extents of genetic 
divergence, both display intriguing expression patterns potentially achieved by epigenetic 
regulation. I hope my research stimulates interest in epigenetic studies of non-mammalian 
species in the scientific community. With rapid advances in epigenetic sequencing 
technologies, future studies will help us to gain a deeper understanding of how different 
genetic and environmental factors can shape epigenetic landscapes as well as how DNA 
methylation and other epigenetic mechanisms interweave to mediate dosage 
compensation and phenotypic dimorphism in birds.  
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APPENDIX A 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 2 
 
Figure A. 1  The absence of notable outliers of sex differences in methylation on 
autosomes. Only the first five autosomes (macrochromosomes) of the chicken genome 
are shown, but outliers are also absent from other autosomes (intermediate chromosomes 
and microchromosomes). Methylation values were plotted using a 10 Kb window size with 




Figure A. 2  The distribution of percent W reads (W%) for several WGBS and ATAC-
seq samples without sex information. Percent W reads was calculated as the 
percentage of reads mapped to the W chromosome out of all mapped reads for each 
sample. The distribution reveals two groups of samples: samples from the group with high 
W% were defined as females and samples from the other group were defined as males. 
Dashed lines represent the mean values. 
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Table A. 1  Sample information for RNA-seq, ATAC-seq, and WGBS data used in 
this study. 




Read type Source 
RNA-seq 
Chicken Blastoderm 12hr PRJNA171809 2M; 2F Paired-end (Ayers et al. 2013) 
Chicken Gonad E4.5 PRJNA171809 2M; 2F Paired-end (Ayers et al. 2013) 
Chicken Gonad E6 PRJNA171809 2M; 2F Paired-end (Ayers et al. 2015) 
Chicken Brain E18 PRJEB8390 5M; 5F Paired-end (Uebbing et al. 2015) 
Chicken Bursa E18 PRJEB8390 5M; 5F Paired-end (Uebbing et al. 2015) 
Chicken Heart E18 PRJEB8390 5M; 5F Paired-end (Uebbing et al. 2015) 
Chicken Kidney E18 PRJEB8390 5M; 5F Paired-end (Uebbing et al. 2015) 
Chicken Liver E18 PRJEB8390 4M; 4F Paired-end (Uebbing et al. 2015) 
Chicken Lung E18 PRJEB8390 5M; 5F Paired-end (Uebbing et al. 2015) 
Chicken Muscle E18 PRJEB8390 5M; 5F Paired-end (Uebbing et al. 2015) 
Chicken Spleen E18 PRJEB8390 5M; 4F Paired-end (Uebbing et al. 2015) 
Chicken Gonad E18 PRJEB8390 5M; 5F Paired-end (Uebbing et al. 2015) 
Chicken Liver E19 PRJNA284655 4M; 4F Paired-end (Zimmer et al. 2016) 
Chicken Heart E19 PRJNA284655 4M; 4F Paired-end (Zimmer et al. 2016) 
Chicken Spleen E19 PRJNA284655 4M; 4F Paired-end (Zimmer et al. 2016) 
Chicken Gonad E19 PRJNA284655 4M; 4F Paired-end (Zimmer et al. 2016) 
Chicken Brain Adult PRJNA143627 1M; 1F Single-end (Brawand et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012) 
Chicken Heart Adult PRJNA143627 1M; 1F Single-end (Brawand et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012) 
Chicken Kidney Adult PRJNA143627 1M; 1F Single-end (Brawand et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012) 
Chicken Liver Adult PRJNA143627 1M; 1F Single-end (Brawand et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012) 
Chicken Brain Adult PRJNA381064 2M; 1F Single-end (Marin et al. 2017) 
Chicken Heart Adult PRJNA381064 2M; 2F Single-end (Marin et al. 2017) 
Chicken Kidney Adult PRJNA381064 2M; 2F Single-end (Marin et al. 2017) 
Chicken Liver Adult PRJNA381064 2M; 2F Single-end (Marin et al. 2017) 
Chicken Gonad Adult PRJNA381064 2M; 2F Single-end (Marin et al. 2017) 
Chicken Brain Adult PRJEB4677 1M; 1F Paired-end (Chickspress 2015) 
Chicken Gonad Adult PRJEB4677 1M; 1F Paired-end (Chickspress 2015) 
Chicken Gonad Adult PRJNA186646 1M; 2F Paired-end (Necsulea et al. 2014) 
Blue tit Brain Adult PRJNA284903 5M; 5F Paired-end (Mueller et al. 2015) 
Ostrich Brain Adult SRP012236 3M; 3F Paired-end (Adolfsson and Ellegren 2013) 
WGBS 
Chicken Brain E18 PRJNA389197 1M; 2F Paired-end (Lee et al. 2017) 
Chicken Retina E18 PRJNA389197 1M; 2F Paired-end (Lee et al. 2017) 
Chicken Lung 3wk PRJNA245100 2M; 2F Paired-end (Li et al. 2015) 
Chicken Breast muscle 20wk PRJNA352686 1F Paired-end (Zhang et al. 2017) 
Chicken Breast muscle Adult PRJNA352686 1F Paired-end (Zhang et al. 2017) 
Great tit Brain Adult PRJNA208335 1M Paired-end (Derks et al. 2016; Laine et al. 2016) 
Sparrow Brain Adult PRJNA540850 1M; 1F Paired-end This study 
Human Brain Adult PRJNA158561 2M; 1F Single-end (Zeng et al. 2012) 
ATAC-seq 
Chicken Forelimb E4.5 PRJNA433154 2M; 1F Paired-end (Sackton et al. 2018) 
Chicken Hindlimb E4.5 PRJNA433154 2M; 1F Paired-end (Sackton et al. 2018) 
Chicken Flight Muscle E9 PRJNA433154 2M; 1F Paired-end (Sackton et al. 2018) 
Chicken Inferior Sternum E9 PRJNA433154 2M; 1F Paired-end (Sackton et al. 2018) 
Chicken Superior Sternum E9 PRJNA433154 2M; 1F Paired-end (Sackton et al. 2018) 
Chicken Flight Muscle E10 PRJNA433154 2M; 1F Paired-end (Sackton et al. 2018) 
Chicken Keel E10 PRJNA433154 2M; 1F Paired-end (Sackton et al. 2018) 
Chicken Full Sternum E10 PRJNA433154 2M; 1F Paired-end (Sackton et al. 2018) 
Chicken Liver Adult PRJEB27111 2M; 2F Paired-end (Foissac et al. 2018) 
Chicken CD4+ T cells Adult PRJEB27111 2M; 2F Paired-end (Foissac et al. 2018) 
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Table A. 2  The coordinates of 26 Z and W gametologs used in this study. 
Gene Symbol W Accession W Start W End W Strand Z Accession Z Start Z End Z Strand 
ATP5A1 NC_006126.5 1391533 1453513 + NC_006127.4 2151416 2159390 + 
C18orf25 NC_006126.5 1460566 1669620 + NC_006127.4 2087422 2131172 - 
CHD1 NC_006126.5 4989932 5105612 - NC_006127.4 51274317 51322737 + 
GOLPH3 NC_006126.5 3970457 4106230 + NC_006127.4 9664934 9697216 - 
GPBP1 NC_006126.5 4494841 4570559 + NC_006127.4 17517405 17555385 + 
HINT1 NC_006126.5 1839400 1896965 + NC_006127.4 44899756 44903752 + 
HNRNPK NC_006126.5 4703885 4724023 - NC_006127.4 40076888 40095691 - 
KCMF1 NC_006126.5 6346825 6447458 + NC_006127.4 53774220 53829526 - 
KIAA0427/CTIF NC_006126.5 2667781 2705020 - NC_006127.4 1278266 1374473 - 
MIER3 NC_006126.5 4214767 4365372 - NC_006127.4 17476327 17499064 - 
NEDD4L NC_006126.5 3023271 3421031 - NC_006127.4 613150 743160 + 
NIPBL NC_006126.5 4788268 4948399 + NC_006127.4 11295476 11454770 + 
RASA1 NC_006126.5 166182 227499 + NC_006127.4 61010336 61071982 - 
RPL17 NC_006126.5 2397226 2407148 + NC_006127.4 1078253 1081593 + 
SMAD2 NC_006126.5 6650804 6715919 + NC_006127.4 1515826 1555787 + 
SMAD7 NC_006126.5 2602132 2628699 + NC_006127.4 1241970 1271132 + 
SPIN1 NC_006126.5 5939316 6052602 + NC_006127.4 43172671 43247852 + 
ST8SIA3 NC_006126.5 6538043 6552493 + NC_006127.4 435916 439939 - 
SUB1/PC4/RPTC15L NC_006126.5 5302776 5319796 + NC_006127.4 9801318 9816323 + 
TXNL1 NC_006126.5 3494254 3517698 + NC_006127.4 593165 607799 + 
UBAP2 NC_006126.5 2474 48083 + NC_006127.4 7358767 7496899 - 
UBE2R2 NC_006126.5 67936 141538 - NC_006127.4 7304115 7355704 + 
VCP NC_006126.5 3607608 3662599 - NC_006127.4 8540992 8562186 - 
ZFR/ZFR2 NC_006126.5 5153701 5259636 - NC_006127.4 9752237 9793319 - 
ZNF532 NC_006126.5 2138679 2216237 + NC_006127.4 852624 892107 + 




SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 3 
 
 
Figure B. 1  Potential dosage compensation for ZAL2m-biased genes. (A) Before 
degeneration, expression dosage (black waves) is similar between ZAL2 and ZAL2m and 
between tan and white. (B) If the expression of ZAL2m alleles is increased and there is no 
dosage compensation, white individuals should show overexpression. (C) The dosage 
between the morphs may be re-balanced via downregulation of the ZAL2 allele in white 
birds. Consequently, the expression of the ZAL2 allele should be lower in white than tan 
birds (tan-ZAL2 / white-ZAL2 > 1). (D-E) Levels of compensation (measured by tan-ZAL2 
/ white-ZAL2) are significantly elevated for tan  white (dosage-compensated) genes 




Figure B. 2  The distribution of percent coverage (Coverage %) for scaffolds in the 
tan reference genome. Coverage % was calculated as the length of the region that could 
be mapped to the TGU3 chromosome, divided by the total length of that scaffold. The 
cutoff for coverage % by our criteria is shown as the red dashed line. Only scaffolds >10 




Figure B. 3  Bimodal patterns of divergence for pairwise nucleotide divergence and 
degrees of population differentiation. The graphs show the distribution of average 
pairwise nucleotide divergence (dXY) between ZAL2 and ZAL2m chromosomes (left panel) 
and degrees of population differentiation (FST) between white and tan samples over ZAL2 
scaffolds (right panel). Cutoffs to distinguish between ‘Low’ and ‘High’ (as well as 
‘Intermediate’ in the case of FST) of the two measures were determined by the clear 
divisions in the distributions. Thus, low dXY is in the range of [0.00080, 0.00588], and high 
dXY corresponds to [0.00968, 0.01431]. Similarly, low FST is in the range of [0.00448, 




Figure B. 4  The phylogeny of the passeriform species used in our analysis. This 
species tree was inferred from several avian phylogeny studies (Jetz et al. 2012; Jarvis et 




Figure B. 5  Evidence against mapping bias. Our SNP N-masking approach prevented 
mapping bias toward the reference ZAL2 alleles. The Y-axis represents normalized 
differences of per base coverage between ZAL2 and ZAL2m for each fixed difference 
(specifically, (ZAL2 coverage − ZAL2m coverage) / (ZAL2 coverage + ZAL2m coverage)). 
No significant bias towards the ZAL2 allele was detected across all three samples (paired 

























SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 4 
 
 
Figure C. 1  Pairwise kinship coefficients of WGBS samples used in this study. 
Kinship coefficients were calculated using KING. Negative values were set to zeros. The 





Figure C. 2  Distribution of distance between adjacent DMCs. To obtain null 
distributions, we randomly chose the same number of CpGs per group from the 
chromosome and recorded distances between adjacent CpGs. This step was repeated 
100 times. Paired Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare the null distributions with 
real distributions (‘> Null’: distances between adjacent CpGs are greater than expected; 
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